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Preface
The proliferation of mobile devices with increase of rich and diverse applications has led
to an exponential growth of mobile data traffic while the request of consecutive connection
becomes more and more demanded by users. Whereas, environmental data-transmission is
increasingly diverse and most of them are lossy networks such as wireless links under severe
environments (e.g., satellite network, long-distance fixed wireless backbone), wired links
with legacy technologies (e.g., Internet in developing regions) and links between mobile
nodes (e.g., Vehicle-to-vehicle networks). In such networks, packet losses might be heavy
and/or bursty which cause a significant degradation of transfer performance.
In response to the request of reliable and efficient wired and wireless integrated informa-
tion networking, the goal of this research is to realize packet-loss tolerant data transmission
over lossy networks. The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is still dominantly used in
many user applications but TCP performance is considerably degraded in lossy networks due
to its loss-based congestion control. Thus, TCP with Network Coding (TCP/NC) has been
proposed which can prevent the performance degradation by introducing packet loss recov-
ery capability without retransmission at a sink by sending redundant combination packets
encoded at the source. However, TCP/NC and its variants proposed in recent studies have
some disadvantages. For example, they do not work well on heavy or bursty loss environ-
ments and their methods to choose NC-related parameters are not well adapted to diverse
of loss conditions. We have seen the potential of TCP/NC as well as many problems which
should be improved to increase the performance of data transfer. Therefore, this dissertation
i
mainly focuses on improving the performance of TCP/NC to work well in most conditions
of lossy networks (random loss and burst loss) and adapt rapidly with time-varying loss
conditions.
Three main contributions are presented in this dissertation. The first one is a new effective
retransmission mechanism for TCP/NC which can shorten the retransmission time in heavy
and bursty loss condition by sequentially retransmitting multiple packets in one round trip
time instead of one packet as the original TCP/NC. This retransmission mechanism can also
encode all retransmitted packets to reduce the repeated losses; hence TCP timeout cases are
limited and performance is increased. The second one is a method to estimate and adapt the
NC-related parameters automatically, promptly and effectively based on observations of loss
rate and loss burstiness conditions and a mathematical model of packet losses. This proposal
can help TCP/NC work well in the complicated loss conditions, e.g., burst loss channel and
time-varying channel. Finally, for an effective deployment of TCP/NC, TCP/NC tunnel is
proposed as an application of TCP/NC. TCP/NC tunnel can bring the recovery ability of
TCP/NC to some types of end devices which are not able to run TCP/NC due to insufficient
memory or power. In addition, TCP/NC across loss-free but thin networks may waste scarce
link bandwidth due to the redundant combination packets sacrificed for the lossy networks.
TCP/NC tunnel is an appropriate solution for such networks.
All proposals are implemented and evaluated in Network Simulator 3 which is a discrete-
event network simulator for Internet systems. The results have shown that our approaches
overcome the deficiencies of the original TCP/NC to improve the goodput performance under
both random loss and burst loss channels as well as in time-varying channel. Our proposal
can increase the goodput performance and keep it stable compared to TCP NewReno, TCP
Westwood+ and the original TCP/NC in most loss conditions of channel.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) remains a dominant transport protocol for reliable
end-to-end data transmission. However, its performance is considerably degraded in lossy
networks (e.g., wireless networks) for two main reasons. First, the loss-based congestion
control recognizes packet losses as a network congestion signal although non-congestion
origin packet losses often occur in lossy networks. Thus, TCP reduces the sending rate
mistakenly [1, 2]. Second, long latency often occurs in wireless networks that results in
a large Round Trip Time (RTT) in the TCP process, which yields a slow recovery from
the reduced sending rate and packet loss. A wide array of wireless network-oriented TCP
variants have been proposed to overcome these problems, e.g., TCP Westwood+ [3, 4]. A
different promising approach, which is more dominant than TCP variants, is using Network
Coding (NC) [5, 6, 7], e.g., TCP with Network Coding (TCP/NC) [8, 9, 10, 11].
TCP/NC complements a packet loss recovery ability by allowing the source to send m
combination packets (referred to as combinations) created from n original packets with m≥n.
Therefore, a sink is expected to recover the lost packets without retransmission by using the
remaining combinations. The combination and the recovery processes are called encoding
1
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and decoding processes. The main advantages of TCP/NC are a high degree of robustness
to packet loss and potential goodput improvement for TCP. Within the scope of the cur-
rent study, TCP/NC is considered as a type of TCP with a Forward Error Correction (FEC)
coding. Nevertheless, the term of TCP/NC is used according to existing studies. Some stud-
ies consider the encoding and the decoding processes at the end nodes and the relay nodes
[12, 13]. This dissertation focuses only on the process at the source and the sink nodes, not
at the intermediate nodes.
1.2 Research Objectives
The first version of TCP/NC was proposed in 2009 with the method to recover the packet
losses without retransmission. This method can improve the transfer performance of TCP
in lossy networks. However, the recent study considered only the random loss condition
in static channel. Therefore, the NC-related parameters (NC parameters), which decide the
effect of recovering packet losses, are unchangeable in this version of TCP/NC (original
TCP/NC).
Some studies improved the original TCP/NC by adding the ability of automatic adjusting
the NC parameters to adapt to a change of channel (e.g., in time-varying channel) such as
Self-adaptive NC with TCP (SANC-TCP) [14], Adaptive NC with TCP (ANC-TCP) [15],
TCP/NC with Dynamic Coding (DynCod) [16] and TCP/NC with Self-Adaptive Scheme
(TCP/NC with SAS) [17]. However, these methods remain five issues:
First is “dependence problem” which causes interrupting and failing the coding process.
Since the TCP/NC is the process of combining the TCP segments into the combinations,
creating dependence combinations might be happened.
Second, only random loss channel is considered; thus, only estimating the link loss rate to
determine the NC parameters is focused on. When applying the NC parameters in burst loss
channel, the goodput performance is reduced significantly. Estimating the loss burstiness
should be considered besides estimating the loss rate. However, DynCod and TCP/NC with
2
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SAS use information of the number of un-decodable packets at the sinks to estimate the NC
parameters which does not include the loss burstiness information. Therefore, it is difficult
to apply these protocols in burst loss channel.
Third, TCP/NC and its variants are completely depended on TCP layer in retransmitting
the packet losses which can retransmit only one packet in one RTT. This retransmission
mechanism is not efficient in heavy and bursty loss. Moreover, the retransmitted packet is
not combined with any other packets. Thus, if the retransmitted packet is lost again, the TCP
timeout will be happened and it causes the performance degradation significantly.
Fourth, only a basic algorithm is used to calculate the NC parameters based on the ex-
pectation (average) of packet losses. TCP/NC cannot reach to the best performance [9]. This
algorithm is only the method to limit the minimum value of the NC parameters to recover
all packet losses in ideal condition of channel. Although the value of NC parameters can be
chosen higher than that of the calculated value, it can cause the potential increase of the cost
link resource which is limited.
The last is the mechanism to adjust NC parameters to the system. The coding process
of TCP/NC handles the groups of packets whose the size depends on the NC parameters.
The size might include a wide range of packet e.g., 10, 50 or 100 packets. If the new NC
parameters are applied when the current coding process has not finished yet, the recovery
capacity of this group of packets will be lost. Thus, the previous studies choose the solution
that is waiting until the current coding process finishes before applying the new NC parame-
ters. However, the size of the packet group might be large. Thus, the time taken for waiting
might be long. Consequently, the NC parameters can be outdated if the channel condition is
changed again.
Moreover, applying TCP/NC to the current network has some difficulties. TCP/NC is
incompatible with the original TCP protocols. TCP/NC is not suitable to apply in some types
of devices which have a limited hardware. And implementing TCP/NC on the loss-free link
can waste the bandwidth of this link.
3
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In this dissertation, therefore, two new protocols are proposed to overcome all the issues
listed above, i.e., TCP/NC with Enhanced Retransmission (TCP/NCwER) and TCP/NC with
Loss Rate and Loss Burstiness Estimation (TCP/NCwLRLBE). TCP/NCwER can cover the
“dependence problem” with the function of determining and retransmitting the appropri-
ate combinations. It is also complemented an efficient retransmission mechanism with the
function which can sequentially retransmit the packet losses in one RTT. Moreover, all re-
transmitted packets will be combined together to be recoverable at sink. TCP/NCwLRLBE
focuses on estimating and adjusting NC parameters based on channel conditions. A new
method to estimate the NC parameters based on the probability of successful recoverable
transmission in both loss rate and loss burstiness conditions is proposed. Another method
to apply the NC parameters to the current NC process immediately without any affection is
also proposed, which helps to quickly adapt to time-varying channel. Moreover, one appli-
cation of TCP/NC called TCP/NC tunnel is proposed in this dissertation to apply TCP/NC
in networks which is unable to run TCP/NC.
1.3 Dissertation Structure
Dissertation structure is shown in Fig. 1.1. Chapter 1 introduces the importance of TCP/NC
in improving the goodput performance in lossy networks, the related works which try to
improve TCP/NC and their remaining issues. Moreover, the contributions of the author is
mentioned in this chapter.
Chapter 2 focuses on reviewing the TCP/NC. The network operation principle of coding
process (encoding and decoding), the naming of NC parameters, the NC header and the
original mechanism of retransmission, congestion control will be described in this Chapter.
Chapter 3 introduces the first contribution which is TCP/NCwER. A new retransmission
mechanism is described which can retransmit more than one lost packet quickly and effi-
ciently, allow encoding the retransmitted packets to limit the repeated losses, and handle the
dependent combinations to avoid the decoding failure. Thus, TCP/NCwER can improve the
goodput performance of the original TCP/NC in heavy and bursty loss conditions of channel.
4
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Figure 1.1: Dissertation structure.
The second contribution, which is TCP/NCwLRLBE, is introduced in Chapter 4. While
the original TCP/NC cannot work well in loss burstiness and time-varying conditions due to
using the inappropriate and fixed NC-related parameters, the proposed method can adapt and
work well with the same conditions of channel by using a new algorithm for calculating the
appropriate parameters and a function of automatic adjusting these parameters. The proposed
algorithm can calculate the parameters based on the probability of successful recoverable
transmission instead of the expectation of the number of lost packets. Besides, the probability
distribution of the loss burstiness is considered to determine the NC parameters. Moreover,
while the other previous studies considers to packet-based adjust the parameters, this study
proposes to time-based adjust the parameters immediately without affecting to the current
process of the NC. Therefore, the proposed method can work well in both the random loss
and burst loss channels with time-varying packet loss conditions.
Chapter 5 discusses an application of TCP/NC called TCP/NC tunnel. TCP/NC is a good
solution to improve the goodput performance of the system in lossy networks but it is too
5
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costly to be implemented in some types of end devices, e.g., with less memory and power. In
addition, TCP/NC across loss-free but thin networks can waste scarce link bandwidth due to
the redundant combination packets sacrificed for the lossy networks. In this Chapter, there-
fore, TCP/NC tunnel system is proposed that consists of two gateways running TCP/NC
protocol called TCP/NC gateway, which conveys end-to-end TCP flows on a single TCP/NC
session traversing a lossy network in the middle without per-flow management. TCP/NC tun-
nel can improve the goodput performance for networks which is not suitable to run TCP/NC
at end-hosts.
Finally, the conclusion and future works are presented in Chapter 6. The works did in
this dissertation as well as the work will do in the future will be summarized.
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Chapter 2
TCP with Network Coding Overview
2.1 Introduction
The studies of TCP with Network Coding (TCP/NC) is discussed in [8, 9, 10]. TCP/NC
is presented with an expectation to recover all packet losses caused by lossy network with-
out retransmission. TCP/NC is proposed to combine TCP and NC to take advantage of
both protocols. Therefore, besides NC functionality, TCP/NC also takes advantage of TCP
functionality such as congestion control and retransmission mechanism which have been re-
searched, developed, and manipulated to be stable. In this Chapter, the essence of NC such
as the network coding process in encoding and decoding, the parameters which decide the
effect of network coding in recovering the packet losses, the advantages of TCP functionality
which is taken and the buffer management is discussed.
2.2 Integrating Network Coding to Protocol Stack
TCP/NC is proposed to implement NC in the protocol stack with minor changes by adding
the NC layer between the TCP and Internet layer, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The NC layer
executes the encoding and decoding process and sets the ACK number of ACK packets by
7
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Figure 2.1: Network coding layer in TCP/IP model.
using the degree of freedom concept which is also called the “virtual queue” [18, 19] and the
seen/unseen definition [8]. This layer is designed to be completely transparent with higher
and lower layers. Thus, if all losses can be recovered by NC layer, TCP is unaware of the
light loss events occurring and keeps maintains the congestion window (CWND) to improve
the goodput performance.
2.3 Recovering Packet Loss by NC
2.3.1 Encoding Process
Encoding is a combination of n TCP segments to produce m combinations with m≥n. Based
on the channel states, m and n are defined as constant numbers or variable numbers [14]. n
is also referred as the size of one Coding Window (CW). Each combination can contain one
or many TCP segments, and each TCP segment is multiplied by coefficient α. Combina-
tion C is created by Eq. (2.1). The coefficients can be chosen depended on the purpose of
use. TCP/NC system uses Random Linear Network Coding (RLNC [20, 21, 22, 23]) algo-
rithm; thus, the coefficients are selected randomly. All the computations are performed on
8
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Figure 2.2: Network coding process.
a certain Galois Field [24], e.g., GF(28). On the other hand, whenever receiving a new TCP
segment, TCP/NC uses a sliding method to create one combination. The maximum sliding
size, i.e., the coding sliding window, equals the maximum number of TCP segments in one
combination or equals k+1. For example, in Fig. 2.2, four packets (n=4) are encoded to six
combinations (m=6) at the source. Hence the CW Size (CWS) is four and the coding sliding
window is three.
C[i] =
n∑
j=1
αi jp j ; i = 1, 2, 3, ...,m (2.1)
2.3.2 Decoding Process
When the sink receives sufficient combinations, it will attempt to decode by using an inverse
matrix function, e.g., the Gauss-Jordan elimination method [25]. In case the received com-
bination cannot be decoded to the original packets, the sink will store them in NC buffer and
wait for the new combinations. In Fig. 2.2, C[1] to C[6] are sent through a lossy network.
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C[2] and C[3] are lost. Until C[6] is received, the sink has four equations and four unknown
variables. Using the Gauss-Jordan elimination method, four packets can be decoded even
though two combinations are lost.
RLNC generates coefficients randomly; thus, it cannot guarantee that all combinations
are linear independent. The sink may not decode all the original packets despite of receiving
sufficient combinations. With a large coefficient value (e.g., in a GF(28)), the probability of
creating the linear dependent combination is negligible [10]. However, in long TCP session,
this problem still happens and makes the system interrupt. A solution, which overcomes this
problem, will be described in Section 3.3.
2.3.3 NC parameters
The effect of NC in recovering the packet losses depends on choosing the NC parameters
i.e., m, n. Redundancy factor R is the degree of redundancy that equals the ratio of m to n.
On the other words, R shows the recovery ability of the system. It can be chosen based on the
link loss rate. If the link loss rate is high, a large R can improve the goodput performance;
whereas, for the low link loss rate, a large R incurs the unnecessary redundancy and reduces
the goodput. The basic method to calculate R proposed in [8] is shown in Eq. (2.2), where r
is the link loss rate of the link.
R =
1
1 − r (2.2)
k is used to show the maximum number of packets can be lost and recovered without
retransmission in one CW; thus, it is called the recovery capacity of one CW or the CW
recovery capacity in brief. k is chosen based on the type of channels (e.g., random or burst
loss channel), the time taken by the sink to wait for decoding (decoding delay) and the hard-
ware limitations (e.g., processor, memory). With the same R value, many pair of m and n
can be chosen based on k. For example, R=1.2, m×n can be 5×6, 10×12, 15×18, ..., 5d×6d
(d=1, 2, ...). In most previous results of TCP/NC which consider only the random loss con-
dition, k is always chosen as constant value e.g., 1,2,3.
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2.4 TCP Functionality
2.4.1 Acknowledgement Mechanism
In TCP/NC, in cases of a lost packet caused by the lossy channel, TCP layer should be
not aware of this event but should continue increasing the CWND. This process achieves a
high stability and fast data transfer. Note that the number of lost packets must be less than
k. Otherwise, TCP needs to know the losses and retransmits them. TCP/NC uses the seen
definition to redefine the ACK number in the ACK packet. TCP/NC does not send an ACK
packet for a received packet or a decoded packet; it sends ACK packets for the degree of
freedom.
Definition 1 (seeing a packet). A node is said to have seen a packet p if it has enough
information to compute a linear combination of the form (p+q), where q is itself a linear
combination involving only packets that arrived after p at the sender [8].
In Fig. 2.2, when combination C[i] is received, pi is always expressed to the set of pk
with k>i; thus, all packets are seen.
When C[1] is received: p1 = p1 + 0p2
When C[4] is received: p2 = 13 (C[4] − 2p3 − p4)
When C[5] is received: p3 = 13 (C[5] − 2p4)
When C[6] is received: p4 = C[6] − 0p5
For every new seen packet, the sink returns an ACK packet whose ACK number corre-
sponds to the smallest unseen packet even if all seen packets have not been decoded. The
source simply forwards this ACK number to TCP layer; therefore, the TCP layer is unaware
that a loss has occurred and it continues increasing the CWND. In Fig. 2.2, the k is equal to
2; thus, the system can work normally with two lost combinations. As a result, althoughC[2]
and C[3] are lost, all packets are seen sequentially; thus, the CWND continues to increase.
When the last combination C[6] is received, all original packets are decoded.
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2.4.2 Retransmission and Congestion Control Mechanism
TCP/NC just attempts to use the original retransmission and congestion control mechanisms
of TCP layer. In other words, NC layer is completely transparent in these mechanisms.
When the number of lost packets exceeds the CW recovery capacity, the sink will return
ACK packets with the same value of the smallest sequence number of an unseen packet. At
the source, NC layer simply forwards this information to TCP layer which makes retransmis-
sion decisions based on triple duplicate ACKs or timeout events. Fig. 2.3 shows the standard
retransmission mechanism in four lost combinations. This example assumes that k is 1; thus,
three packets must be retransmitted to decode all the original packets. TCP/NC needs to
retransmit the three unseen packets p2, p3 and p4. The retransmission process finishes after
the source receives the ACK packet used to confirm p14. Increasing and decreasing CWND
for controlling congestion are processed by TCP layer. In this example, TCP/NC needs three
times to retransmit the combinations. It takes a long time to start increasing CWND. To
shorten the waiting time, the new retransmission technique is proposed in Section 3.2.
2.5 NC Header and Buffer Management
The new NC header is used after combining the original packets instead of the TCP headers
to carry the NC information such as the number of combined original packets and the coef-
ficients. Based on this header, the sink can decode the combinations to the original packets
as well as release the NC buffer. The NC header is shown in Fig. 2.4 and the description is
shown in Table 2.1.
The NC header keeps the port number (source and destination port number) from TCP
header to determine the TCP session in case many sessions be running at the same time.
N field helps the sink know the number of original packets that are combined in a received
combination. The first packet has the sequence number equal SN1 and the length size equal
Size1. Since the combined packets might be discontinuous, the SNn field (n>1) is used to
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Figure 2.3: Retransmission mechanism in original TCP/NC system.
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determine the sequence number of the combined packets from the second packet by adding
SNn to SN1. With this method, 2 bytes in overhead can be saved by using 2 bytes size of SNn
when the difference of size between the first and the last packet in one combination packet
no larger than 65,535 bytes is limited. αn is the coefficient of each n-th combined packet
which provides the decoding information for the sink.
Finally, the Base field is used for releasing the NC buffer of the sink. When source
receives the ACK packet from the sink which carries the sequence number of the oldest
unseen packet, source can know which packets have already seen at sink. Therefore, source
can remove packets in the same CW if all packets in that CW have already seen. The Base
is set equal to the sequence number of the oldest packet in the NC buffer of the source. And
based on the Base field, the sink can remove all packets in the NC buffer which have the
sequence number less than Base.
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Figure 2.4: Original NC header.
2.6 Summary
TCP/NC proposes a solution to increase the transfer performance for TCP by recovering the
packet losses without retransmission in the lossy networks. TCP/NC adds a new NC layer
between TCP layer and IP layer which acts transparently and independently with these two
layers. However, the current version of TCP/NC has four disadvantages:
Retransmission mechanism: the retransmission mechanism of TCP/NC completely de-
pends on the TCP layer which is not effective in the burst loss cases cause by the retrans-
mission of one packet in one RTT. Moreover, the retransmitted packet maybe lost again
when transporting through the lossy networks, resulting in the TCP timeout. Therefore, the
goodput performance can be decreased significantly.
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Table 2.1: Description of NC header fields.
Field Vame Description
S rcPort The source port number
DestPort The destination port number
Base The sequence number (SN) of the oldest packet in the NC
buffer of the source. Using for buffer management in the sink.
N The number of original packets in the combination
SN1 The SN of the first original packet
SNn Equals SNn− SN1
Sizen The payload size of n-th packet
αn The n-th NC coefficient
Dependence combination: Although the coding process uses RLNC with the computa-
tion in GF(28), the linear dependent combination is probably generated. Its problem makes
the NC process interrupt and fail.
Calculating the NC parameters: TCP/NC calculates the NC parameters based only on
the link loss rate but it is ineffective as shown in the previous study [9]. Especially, it is more
ineffective in the burst loss condition.
Adapting the NC parameters: In the reality, the NC parameters should be adapted to
the channel condition which is always changed (e.g., time-varying channel) while TCP/NC
uses the constant parameters.
Two first disadvantages of original TCP/NC will be solved in Chapter 3 with a new pro-
tocol which is TCP/NC with Enhanced Retransmission (TCP/NCwER). And two remaining
disadvantages of original TCP/NC will be solved in Chapter 4 with a new protocol which is
TCP/NC with Loss Rate and Loss Burstiness Estimation (TCP/NCwLRLBE). Besides, one
application of TCP/NC which is TCP/NC tunnel, is described in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3
Efficient Retransmission Scheme for
TCP/NC
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a retransmission scheme for TCP with Network Coding (TCP/NC) which
can improve the transfer performance of the system in the complicate conditions of channel,
i.e., heavy loss and burstiness loss is proposed. In some previous studies ([14, 15]) or our
proposal (Chapter 4), the network parameters can be estimated by observing the channel
conditions but it is based only on the average values. This means that the affection of channel
is sometimes larger than the average value which may cause unrecoverable packet losses.
When channel condition changes to the worse case that has the number of packet losses in
one CW be larger than estimated k, the same problem also happens. Therefore, an efficient
retransmission mechanism for burst loss is practical importance for TCP/NC. However, the
retransmission mechanism of TCP/NC is not efficient because it entirely relies on TCP layer
which can only retransmit the lost packets once at one time. The sink must wait for a long
period to receive a sufficient number of the retransmitted packets, then recovers all original
packets and releases the NC buffer.
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Table 3.1: Definition of protocol terms.
Term Definition
TCP/NC or original TCP/NC TCP with network coding [8, 9, 10]
TCP/NCwDR TCP/NC with dependence retransmission
TCP/NCwFR TCP/NCwDR with forward retransmission
TCP/NCwER TCP/NC with enhanced retransmission (the combina-
tion of TCP/NCwFR and encoding the retransmitted
packets)
Another shortcoming of TCP/NC is the dependent combinations which are generated by
the random coefficients selection. Dependent combinations will more likely happen when a
large k is used to increase the burst loss recover ability. Consequently, the sink cannot decode
all packets even though it receives enough combinations.
To make TCP/NC more effective in practice, two new retransmissions schemes, that are
Forward Retransmission (FR) and Dependence Retransmission (DR), are proposed. With
FR scheme, the system can recognize exactly which packets are lost and retransmit multiple
lost packets sequentially and efficiently rather than sending only one lost packet in one RTT
as original TCP/NC. With the DR scheme, the system can determine and retransmit the
suitable packets to solve the dependence problem. Thus, the k can be increased to a large
value to increase the burst loss recovery ability. Besides the two retransmission schemes,
the encoding all retransmitted packets to prevent the repeated packet losses which cause an
increase of the number of TCP timeout situations is proposed. The combination of FR, DR
and encoding the retransmitted packets schemes are called Enhanced Retransmission (ER).
The definition of all protocol are described in Table 3.1.
The ER is controlled by NC layer. To limit the adjustment of the system and for future
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evolution, the original TCP/NC system does not directly change. The new modules that
operate in parallel with the old system are implemented. Note that one of the functional
objectives of the proposed scheme is similar to TCP selective acknowledgment (TCP-SACK
[26]). However, it is difficult for TCP layer to exactly determine packet losses on the sink
side in a timely manner owing to the structure of TCP/NC.
3.2 Forward Retransmission Scheme
In this section, the forward retransmission scheme is discussed, which can quickly adapt to
the burst losses. If the k is larger than 1, TCP/NC can recover the burst losses. However, k
must be limited as mentioned in Section 3.1. If the size of the burst losses is large, TCP layer
should retransmit the oldest unseen packets and decrease the CWND to avoid congestion.
However, the original TCP/NC does not have an independent retransmission mechanism; it
depends entirely on TCP layer. The retransmitted packets are sent at different RTTs. There-
fore, TCP/NC takes a long time for retransmission. Return to the example in Fig. 2.3, the
original TCP/NC takes three RTTs to retransmit all the unseen packets p2, p3 and p4.
TCP must retransmit all lost packets; however, TCP/NC needs to retransmit only the un-
seen packets. Technically, the system has to know how many lost combinations and how
many unseen packets occur. Consequently, the system can indicate how many packets must
be retransmitted and sequentially retransmit them in one RTT after receiving the first trans-
mitted packet from TCP layer. This method helps to shorten the retransmission time to re-
duce the entire flow transfer time. In Fig. 3.1, the proposed system sequentially sends p2, p3
and p4. After the NC layer receives the retransmitted p2 from the TCP layer, it determines
other unseen packets (p3, p4) to retransmit following p2. The retransmission process finishes
after the source receives the ACK packet used to confirm p10. To achieve this goal, three
additional functions must be implemented, i.e., determining the number of packet losses,
enabling the retransmission process, and retransmitting lost packets in NC layer that are
explained in the next subsection.
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Figure 3.1: Retransmission mechanism in TCP/NCwFR system.
3.2.1 Determining The Number of Packet Losses
NC layer must know the total lost packets to determine which lost packets should be retrans-
mitted. Some additional information besides the normal TCP header is proposed to use; thus,
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Figure 3.2: NC header (above) and NC-ACK header.
the new header called NC-ACK header is added. The new Packet-id (Pid) field is added to the
NC header as well as the new Packet-id echo-reply field (Pid-reply) and redundancy-indicate
flag (R-flag) in the NC-ACK header, as shown in Fig. 3.2 and Table 3.2. Each combination
has a unique Pid number. With each received combination, the sink will return the ACK
packet which has the Pid-reply number equal to the Pid number in this combination. After
receiving the ACK packet, the source can know exactly which combination has been lost.
With this loss counting purpose, the sink has to return an ACK packet for all combinations
including the redundant combinations which should be ignored by original TCP/NC. There-
fore, the sink must inform the source of which ACK packet is used only for counting (rather
than confirming) and does not forward to the TCP layer. The sink will set the R-flag to 1 in
the returned ACK packet of the redundant combination.
To determine the starting time of the retransmission (in Section 3.2.2) and which packets
have to be retransmitted (Section 3.2.3), NC layer stores the information of each CW includ-
ing the number of the lost packets, the CW recovery capacity k, the Pids and the sequence
number of the original packets of each Pid. CWs are distinguished by the ordinal number of
them (CWid).
3.2.2 Enabling Retransmission Process
NC layer should retransmit the unseen packets; thus, it must know the seen/unseen status
of all transmitted packets. After receiving the ACK packet, based on the stored sequence
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Table 3.2: Description of new fields in NC header and NC-ACK header.
Field Name Description
Pid The packet identity
Pkt status The packet status
Pid-reply The packet identity echo reply
R The redundancy indicate flag
D The dependence indicate flag
SN of dependence pkt The SN of the dependence packet
numbers of original packets in each transmitted combination, the source can infer which
packets had been seen or unseen by the sink. In the left flowchart in Fig. 3.3, when NC layer
at the source receives an ACK packet, it will read the Pid-reply and list all the sequence
numbers combined in the combination which has Pid equal to Pid-reply. Subsequently,
NC layer can update the seen/unseen status of all packets, as shown in the right flowchart
in Fig. 3.3. Besides, NC layer counts the number of lost packets and stores their CWids.
If the number of lost packets is greater than the CW recovery capacity, the sink cannot
decode all combinations. NC layer adds this CWid to a list in NC buffer control block called
the retransmitted list (re list) which stores all CWs containing the retransmitted packets.
Disabling or enabling of the retransmission process will then be relied on the empty or not
empty status of re list. This list will be cleaned when NC layer finishes retransmission
process.
3.2.3 Retransmitting Lost Packets
The forward retransmission scheme is only performed after TCP layer decreases CWND
and retransmits a packet to take advantages of the TCP congestion control. The forward
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Figure 3.3: Receiving ACK function at source.
retransmission process is shown in Fig. 3.4. Basically, NC layer determines the CWid of
the retransmitted packet (step 1), calculates the number of the retransmitted packets in each
CWid (step 2) and forwards them to the Internet layer after adding NC header (step 4).
As the main purpose of forward retransmission is to retransmit multiple lost packets and
to force the TCP layer to assume that only one packet has been lost, NC layer forwards only
one ACK packet that confirms the last unseen packet in all retransmitted unseen packets to
TCP layer. In other words, NC layer will ignore all ACK packets until receiving the ACK
packet of the last retransmitted packet as shown in Fig. 3.1. To know which ACK packet is
needed to forward to TCP layer, the R-flag of NC-ACK header is manipulated that is used
for indicating the ACK packet of redundant combination. The sink will set this flag to 1 if
the received combination is the retransmitted combination, but this combination is not the
last one. The key issue is how the sink determines which combination is the retransmitted
one and this is the last one. Thus, a new information to NC header called a packet status field
is added. When NC layer creates the combination for the retransmitted packets, the packet
status of the last retransmitted combination is set to 2 in NC layer. For other retransmitted
combinations, the packet status is set to 1. If this is a normal combination, the field is 0.
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Setting 1 or 0 for R-flag in NC-ACK header will depend on the packet status field of 1 or 2
respectively.
There are three situations in which NC layer receives a retransmitted packet from the
TCP layer. First, the source has already retransmitted the lost packets but the last one is
lost. This situation is called “lost the last” in Fig. 3.4. The source just receives ACK packets
whose R-flag is 1; hence TCP layer has never received an ACK packet. In this situation, TCP
layer retransmits the first combination of the group of retransmitted combinations even if this
packet has been seen at the sink. When this packet arrives at NC layer, NC layer creates and
returns an ACK packet which has ACK number equal to the sequence number of the unseen
packet. After that, TCP layer retransmits the actual lost packet.
The second situation is retransmission timeout. When the retransmission time is ex-
ceeded, TCP layer will retransmit a packet. NC layer checks whether the packet receiving
from TCP layer is in the retransmitted packet list (re p list) or not, which is the list of re-
transmitted packets. If not, NC layer simply adds it to re p list (Fig. 3.4 in step 3).
Finally, in a normal situation, NC layer will determine the number ofCWids (num CWid)
that has the packets needed to retransmit (in Fig. 3.4 at step 1), and the number of the re-
transmitted packets (at step 2). Moreover, the NC layer needs to list all the retransmitted
packets into re p list for each CWids. After that, NC layer simply retransmits the packets
in re p list of each CWids sequentially (at step 4).
3.2.4 Encoding Retransmitted Packet
One of the reasons that causes a decrease in performance is the repeated loss which leads to
an increase of the number of timeout situations. A larger value of link loss rate is, the more
repeated losses occur. In the forward retransmission scheme, if the last retransmitted com-
bination is lost, the timeout situation will be happened. The encoding of the retransmitted
packets is proposed to limit the repeated loss.
The encoding process of the retransmitted packets is shown in Fig. 3.5. As the system
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handles packets in separate CW, the encoding process is executed for each CW. In this sec-
tion, CW is referred to only those that contain the retransmitted packets. In each CW, all the
retransmit packets are sent one by one as the normal combinations which have only one orig-
inal packet. Then, all the retransmitted packets will be encoded into dR×num ree−num re
combinations where num re is the number of retransmitted packets. To avoid confusion, the
combination which is not created from the encoding process is called an uncoded retrans-
mitted combination. The other is called a coded retransmitted combination. Since there are
some new types of the retransmitted combinations, two states for packet status variables is
supplemented. Thus, the total number of packet status is five which are described in Table
3.3.
Figure 3.5: Encoding retransmitted packets function at source.
Table 3.3: Packet status description.
Packet Status Description
0 Normal combination
1 Coded/uncoded retransmitted combination which is not in the last CW
2 The last uncoded retransmitted combination of the last CW
3 Coded retransmitted combination of the last CW
4 The last coded retransmitted combination of the last CW
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Depend on the operation of the forward retransmission, the source forwards only one
ACK packet to the TCP layer based on the R-flag in NC-ACK header. At the sink, instead
of assigning the last ACK packet as a forwarding ACK packet, the new scheme has more
choices which are determined based on the received packet status as shown in Fig. 3.6.
If the packet status is 0, the received combination is not the retransmitted combination.
The sink simply checks whether it is the redundancy combination or not and sets the R-flag
to 1 or 0, respectively.
If the packet status is 1, the received combination is the retransmitted combination which
has not created from the retransmitted packets of the last CW. Because only one ACK packet
can be forwarded to TCP layer, the sink should wait for the remaining retransmitted combi-
nations. The R-flag is always set to 1.
In the case of packet status is 2, the received combination is the last uncoded retransmitted
combination of the last CW. The system will check whether all the retransmitted packets of
this CW are decoded or not. If not, some uncoded retransmitted combinations are lost; thus,
NC layer waits for the coded retransmitted combinations and set R-flag to be 1. Otherwise,
the R-flag is set 0.
If packet status is 3, the received combination is the coded retransmitted combination of
the last CW which is used in case the uncoded retransmitted packets are lost. This combi-
nation is combined from all the retransmitted packets of the last CW. Thus, if it can be used
to decode to new packets, some uncoded retransmitted combinations, which was lost, are
recovered. Hence NC layer does not need to wait for the other retransmitted combinations.
The R-flag is set to be 0. Conversely, it is set to 1.
Finally, the packet status is 4. The received combination is the last coded retransmitted
combination. If this combination can be used for decoding, it is not the redundant combina-
tion. It means that no ACK packet is forwarded to TCP layer. Thus, the R-flag must be set
to 0. Otherwise, it is the redundant combination. The R-flag is set to 1.
In all cases, ACK number is set to the smallest sequence number of the lost combinations.
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Figure 3.6: Packet status processing at sink.
3.3 Dependence Retransmission Scheme
This part describes how to retransmit the suitable packets to solve problem of dependent
combinations which cause the failure of the decoding process. The type of retransmis-
sion and the retransmitted packet are called “dependence retransmission” and “dependence
packet”, respectively.
As discussed in Section 2, k should be higher than 1 to work well with a heavy and bursty
loss. In RLNC method, k is greater than 2 can cause the dependence combinations. The sys-
tem cannot decode to original packets even though all packets are “seen” at the sink. Thus,
the system must determine and retransmit the suitable packets to solve this problem. How-
ever, it has two challenges. First, the packet that is the origin of the dependence situation,
might have been seen at the sink; hence the returned ACK number will never equal to the
sequence number of this packet. The second is how to make TCP layer decrease the CWND
to avoid buffer overloading. The normal retransmission method which uses only the ACK
number to determine the retransmitted packet cannot be operated. Therefore, the dependence
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retransmission method which adds to the NC-ACK header a one bit Dependent indicates flag
(D-flag) and 2 bytes SN as a dependence packet field (Dependence-SN) is proposed. D-flag
is used to inform the source about the status of the dependence situation. If D-flag is set, it
means the dependence situation is happening; thus, the source retransmits the packet having
the sequence number equal to Dependence-SN. Otherwise, the source operates normally.
3.3.1 Determining Suitable Packet to be Retransmitted
To specify a dependence packet, the sink uses an inverse matrix method, e.g., the Gauss-
Jordan elimination, to simplify the coefficient matrix which is generated from the received
combinations. If the dependence situation happens, this has some all-zero rows correspond-
ing with the packets which cannot be decoded and needed to be retransmitted. After deter-
mining the dependence packets, sink sets D-flag to 1 and Dependence-SN to the smallest
sequence number of dependence packets in all returned ACK packets until the dependence
situation is solved. Moreover, to avoid the NC buffer overloading caused by the inability of
releasing the buffer, the sink has to assign the ACK number to the last ACK number even
though the packet, which has the sequence number equal to this ACK number, might have
been seen. Source always stores D-flag and Dependence-SN whenever receiving the ACK
packet. When the triple duplicate ACK condition is matched, TCP layer retransmits a packet
indicated from the received ACK number. If this packet arrives at NC layer and the D-flag is
1, a suitable packet which has the sequence number equal to Dependence-SN will be sent. In
case of the retransmitted packet is seen, it will be ignored. By waiting for the retransmitted
packet from TCP layer to retransmit the dependence packet, the proposed scheme can take
advantage of TCP congestion control to prevent the buffer overloading.
3.3.2 Retransmitting Suitable Packet
Basically, the dependence retransmission scheme uses the retransmission mechanism of the
forward retransmission scheme to retransmit the dependence packet, which was discussed
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Figure 3.7: Preprocessing for retransmitted dependence packet at source.
in the Section 3.2. Therefore, the main process of the dependence retransmission is to force
the forward retransmission to retransmit the dependence packet even though no loss packets
needed to be retransmitted, as shown in Fig. 3.7. When NC layer receives the retransmitted
packet from TCP layer, it specifies the dependence situation status through the stored D-flag
from the last ACK packet. If the flag is 0, this packet is a normal retransmission; hence NC
layer just simply forwards this packet to the forward retransmission process. Otherwise, this
packet is the dependence packet. That means the dependence problem is happening. In the
case of the CWid of this packet is not in the retransmitted list (re list) because there is no
retransmitted packet, NC layer adds this CWid to re list and sets the number of lost packet
of this CWid to k+1. Finally, the process will turn to the forward retransmission process to
retransmit the dependence packet and the lost packets if there is any.
3.4 Simulation Results
The combination of the forward retransmission, encoding the retransmitted packet and the
dependence retransmission is called the enhanced retransmission (TCP/NCwER). With k>2,
the original TCP/NC cannot work because of the linear dependent combinations. Thus,
TCP/NCwDR is used to replace it. Their performance are equal in the case that no depen-
dence problem occurs. To compare the goodput between without encoding and encoding the
retransmitted packets, TCP/NCwFR and TCP/NCwER are used. The dependence retrans-
mission scheme is integrated in both of them.
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Figure 3.8: Simulation topology 1: single flow.
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Figure 3.9: Simulation topology 2: multiple flows.
The implementation of TCP/NCwER was accomplished using Network Simulator 3 (ns-
3) [27]. The topology of the simulation was a tandem network consisting of four routers. In
a first scenario, one source and one sink were connected to four routers, as shown in Fig. 3.8.
In a second scenario, two sources and two sinks were employed, as shown in Fig. 3.9. The
source and the sink were at opposite ends of the chains. All links had a bandwidth of 1 Mbps
and a propagation delay of 5ms. The TCP type used in the simulation was NewReno, and
the packet size was 1000 bytes. The transferred data size was 100 Mbytes. All simulations
are performed at least 20 times to obtain the average value.
3.4.1 Benefit of Using Dependence Retransmission
The first scenario (Fig. 3.8) is used in this simulation. In this scenario, the link loss rate was
set from 0 to 0.3. To evaluate the goodput performance of the variants of TCP/NC over such
a wide range of link loss rate, Two values of redundancy factor R is chosen, one is small
(R=1.1) and the other is large (R=1.5) unless otherwise noted. With the fixed R, n can be
calculated corresponding to k based on Eq. 3.1.
n =
k
R − 1 . (3.1)
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Figure 3.10: Dependence situations vs link loss rate for TCP/NCwDR.
Fig. 3.10 shows the evolution of dependence situations versus the lost rate. The Y-axis
represents the percentage of the number of dependence situation over the number of send-
ing combination packets. Although the result is the average value of 20 iterations, it is not
convergence. The reason is that the number of the dependence situations is very huge. There-
fore, the simulation of the completed dependence situation seems impossible. However, the
result can show the increasing trend of the dependence situation. It is greater than 0 if the
loss rate is increased. With the dependence retransmission, the simulation can run to transfer
completely all 100 Mbytes data with link loss rate is 0.3.
3.4.2 Performance of Single Flow
The first scenario which has the topology shown in Fig. 3.8 continues to be used to evaluate
the fundamental effectiveness of the proposed protocol. The simulation was run in 2 types
of channel, random loss and burst loss. TCP NewReno and TCP Westwood+ were used to
compare to the proposed protocol.
Random loss channel
The random loss channel simulates a slow fading channel which causes the separated losses.
At first, Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12 show all TCP/NC variants which have the recovery ability
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Figure 3.11: Effect of k to goodput performance in random loss channel.
significantly outperform TCP NewReno and TCP Westwood+. Besides, Fig. 3.11 also indi-
cates the efficiency of increasing k. When k is increased from 1 to 6, the goodput will be
improved. Because the losses are dispersed, the performance of system is not much improved
when k is larger than 2. The results indicate that a higher k is better.
In Fig. 3.12, the goodput of three protocols that are TCP/NCwDR, TCP/NCwFR and
TCP/NCwER is compared. Since k should be limited, it is set to 3 in this simulation. The
goodput of TCP/NCwDR and TCP/NCwFR are slightly different because the losses are sepa-
rated. However, when the link loss rate is increased, separated losses exceed the CW recovery
capacity. Related to the retransmission capacity for multiple packets at once, TCP/NCwFR
performs better than TCP/NCwDR. While, if TCP/NCwER is used, repeated losses is lim-
ited. The number of timeout situations is degraded which is shown in Fig. 3.13. Therefore,
the goodput is the best.
Burst Loss Channel
The burst loss channel simulates a fast fading channel e.g., mobile wireless channels. Two
types of the burst loss model are used, one is a default burst loss model of ns-3 (NS3 burst
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Figure 3.12: Goodput comparison among protocols in random loss channel.
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Figure 3.13: Timeout situation vs link lost rate (R=1.1, k=3).
loss model) and the other is a well-known Gilbert burst loss model [28, 29]. In NS3 burst
loss model, under a given link loss rate, the number of the continuous packet losses in one
loss event is chosen randomly from 1 to the changeable number l called “the max burst loss
size”. In this simulation, l is set at 3, 5 and 7. In the Gilbert burst loss model, the max
burst loss size cannot be controlled in contrast to NS3 burst loss model. The number of
the continuous packet losses in one loss event is completely random; thus, only the average
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Figure 3.14: Effect of k to goodput performance in NS3 burst loss channel with l=3.
burst loss size (L) under a given link loss rate is set. To compare two types of burst loss
model with a “similar” setting, L of Gilbert burst loss model is calculated based on l of NS3
burst loss model under the same link loss rate. In the first case, L is chosen so that the
average burst loss size of Gilbert burst loss model is equal to that of NS3 burst loss model
with l, i.e., L=(l+1)/2. In the second case, L is chosen so that the 90-percentile of burst
loss size of Gilbert burst loss model is equal to that of NS3 burst loss model with l, i.e.,
L=1/(1−0.11/(0.9×l)).
NS3 burst loss channel: In this simulation, the max burst loss size (l) is set at 3. The
results are shown in Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15. In Fig. 3.14, the efficiency of increasing k
is shown. Since the number of continuous losses is up to 3, the goodput is significantly
improved when the k is set to 3 or greater compared to 2 or less. While the performance of
TCP/NCwDR and TCP/NCwFR are nearly the same in the random loss channel in Fig. 3.12,
their performance are clearly different in the burst loss channel in Fig. 3.15. When encoding
the retransmitted packets is applied, the goodput is improved significantly. l is increased to
5 or 7 in Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17. The results remain constant, i.e., TCP/NCwER always
performs better than TCP/NCwDR, TCP NewReno or TCP Westwood+.
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Figure 3.15: Goodput comparison among protocols in NS3 burst loss channel with l=3.
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Figure 3.16: Goodput comparison among protocols in NS3 burst loss channel with l=5.
Gilbert burst loss channel: l=5 is used to calculate L in Gilbert burst loss channel. In case
1, L is equal to 3. In case 2, L is equal to 2.4968. Fig. 3.18, and Fig. 3.19 show the good-
put comparison of TCP/NCwDR and TCP/NCwER in three cases of the burst loss channel,
which are NS3 burst loss channel (NS3), Gilbert burst loss channel with L=3 (Gilbert1) and
Gilbert burst loss channel with L=2.4968 (Gilbert2), by applying two different redundancy
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Figure 3.17: Goodput comparison among protocols in NS3 burst loss channel with l=7.
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Figure 3.18: Goodput comparison between TCP/NCwDR and TCP/NCwER (R=1.1, k=3)
in the burst loss channel.
factor R, respectively. Although the conditions of channels are different, the tendency of the
goodput performance is almost the same. The goodput of TCP/NCwER is always better than
TCP/NCwDR.
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Figure 3.19: Goodput comparison between TCP/NCwDR and TCP/NCwER (R=1.5, k=3)
in the burst loss channel.
3.4.3 Performance of Multiple Flows
The topology shown in Fig. 3.9 is used to evaluate the proposed scheme with multiple flows.
To show a compatibility of TCP/NCwER to TCP NewReno, a moderate link loss rate is
chosen to be 0.01. To recovery the losses, R is set at 1.01 and k is set at 1. The buffer size of
the links was set at 100 packets. Source 1 began at t=0s and source 2 began at t=300s. Every
flow stops transferring data if it finishes sending 100 Mbytes data. The current throughput
was calculated at intervals of 1s. Three cases is examined. In case 1 and 2, two flows use the
same protocol, TCP NewReno or TCP/NCwER. In case 3, the TCP/NCwER flow competes
with the TCP NewReno flow.
Fig. 3.20 and Fig. 3.21 show that the fairness is satisfied. The time-averaged throughput
over congestion period, which is calculated from 300s until one flow finishes to transfer,
is nearly the same in two competitive flows. In Fig. 3.20, the time-averaged throughput is
0.4983 Mbps and 0.5061 Mbps, respectively. And the time-averaged throughput is 0.4968
Mbps and 0.5112 Mbps for two TCP/NCwER flows in Fig. 3.21.
In Fig. 3.22, because of the lossy channel and the network congestion, TCP flow de-
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Figure 3.20: Network congestion - two TCP NewReno flows in lossy network.
creases the sending rate for every loss, on the contrary, TCP/NCwER flow can recover the
losses in many cases. Therefore, the time-averaged throughput of TCP flow and TCP/NCwER
over congestion period, are 0.3688 Mbps and 0.6366 Mbps. The fairness is not fully satisfied
but it can be acceptable. When this simulation ran again with the link loss rate set to 0, the
time-averaged throughput were 0.4346 Mbps and 0.5702 Mbps. Based on the results of both
loss and no loss channel cases, the compatibility can be accepted.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, a method that avoids the two key deficiencies of the original TCP/NC was
proposed, the inefficiency retransmission and the limitation of k. These shortages lead to
the low performance of the system in the heavy and bursty losses. Some studies focus on
methods which can dynamic change the NC parameters such as SANC-TCP [14] ANC-TCP
[15] for the variance channels. However, they do not respond in time when the channel
changes rapidly. With these unstable channels, the proposed protocol has advantages in
determining the lost packets and scheduling sequential retransmission in order to shorten the
retransmission time. It also can encode all the retransmitted packets to prevent the repeated
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Figure 3.21: Network congestion - two TCP/NCwER flows in lossy network.
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Figure 3.22: Network congestion - one TCP and one TCP/NCwER flow in lossy network.
loss which causes the increase of timeout situation. Moreover, the proposed method can
solve the dependence situation that causes the failure decoding at the sink by determining
and retransmitting the suitable packets. The proposed TCP/NCwER was implemented using
ns-3. The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme can improve the goodput
of a system compared to the original TCP/NC, TCP Westwood+ and TCP NewReno. In
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this chapter, the constant NC parameters was adopted. However, in practice, the link loss
rate varies in time, depending on the channel state. In the next chapter, the estimating and
adapting the NC parameters by observing the channel conditions will be discussed.
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Chapter 4
Dynamic Parameter Adaptation Scheme
for TCP/NC
4.1 Introduction
The lossy network is affected by many conditions such as link loss rate and burstiness loss.
The different Network Coding-related parameters (NC parameters) are required for each loss
condition. However, the original TCP with NC (TCP/NC) cannot change the NC parameters
dynamically; thus, it cannot work well in the time-varying channel.
Some studies improved the original TCP/NC by adding the ability of automatic adjusting
the NC parameters to adapt to a change of channel such as SANC-TCP [14], ANC-TCP [15],
TCP/NC with Dynamic Coding (DynCod) [16] and TCP/NC with Self-Adaptive Scheme
(TCP/NC with SAS) [17].
However, they retained a simple baseline method to calculate the NC parameters based
on the expectation (average) number of lost packets [9], which cannot always achieves the
best performance. It is called the basic method hereinafter. The basic method only considers
a way of computing the minimum values of the NC parameters to recover the lost packets.
On the other hand, increasing the NC parameters from the minimum values without a proper
guideline will potentially waste the link bandwidth causing the decrease of goodput.
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Moreover, the existing methods only consider the random loss in which the packet losses
happen independently and separately. However, the burstiness loss affects the goodput per-
formance more severely than the random loss even at the same average link loss rate [30].
The burst packet losses hinder the potential of TCP/NC due to the two problems. First,
there is no optimization of the NC parameters to adapt the burst loss channels. Second, the
“size of the burst loss” is sometimes increased suddenly and exceeds the recovery capacity of
the NC system. The performance of system is decreased in a short time after retransmission
because of the ineffective retransmission of TCP/NC in the burstiness loss condition.
To address the first problem, a TCP/NC variant, called TCP/NC with Loss Rate and Loss
Burstiness Estimation (TCP/NCwLRLBE) are proposed to consider an adaptation of the NC
parameters in the burst loss condition besides the random loss condition. In TCP/NCwLRLBE,
not only the packet loss rate but also the loss burstiness, i.e., the “average length of contin-
uous losses” are estimated by observing transmitted packets on the loss channel. The NC
parameters are calculated from an estimated probability of a successful recoverable trans-
mission based on a mathematical model of packet losses, which is more appropriate es-
pecially in burst loss condition than the basic method in the original TCP/NC. Moreover,
TCP/NCwLRLBE introduces a new mechanism of the coding window handling to update
the new NC parameters to the system promptly in time-varying loss condition.
To address the second problem, an advantage of an efficient retransmission mechanism
of unrecoverable lost packets in TCP/NC is taken, which was proposed in the previous work
in Chapter 3 (TCP/NC with Enhanced Retransmission (TCP/NCwER) [31]). TCP/NCwER
helps NC layer retransmit the lost packets efficiently to improve the goodput performance in
the burst loss channel.
4.2 Estimating Link Loss Rate and Burstiness Loss Rate
First, NC layer must count the number of lost packets to estimate the link loss rate r. The
additional information in NC header and NC-ACK header are proposed to use in Chapter
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3. A new Packet-id (Pid) field is added to NC header and a new Packet-id echo-reply field
(Pid-reply), Redundancy flag (R-flag) is added to NC-ACK header, as shown in Fig. 3.2.
Each combination has a unique Pid number interpreted as an identification number. After
receiving the combination, the sink gets Pid in NC header and puts it to Pid-reply in NC-
ACK header of the returned ACK packet. Based on the Pid-reply in the ACK packet, the
source estimates r by determining the number of lost packets and dividing it by the number
of sending combinations.
Second, in addition to loss rate r, the average length of the continuous losses (the average
burst loss size denoted by L) is estimated as a degree of loss burstiness. The Pid and the Pid-
reply fields are used again for this purpose. Based on the received Pid-reply, the source can
know not only the number of lost packets but also which packets were lost; thus, the length
of the continuous losses in each loss event (referred to as the burst loss size) can be inferred.
L is calculated periodically by using Eq. (4.1), where l is the maximum of the burst loss size,
N j is the number of loss events with j continue packet losses and N is the total number of
loss events (the sum of N j).
L =
l∑
j=1
N j × j
N
(4.1)
4.3 Estimating NC Parameters
Based on estimated r and L, the appropriate NC parameters (n and k) are decided from an
estimated probability of successful recoverable transmission in one CW based on a mathe-
matical model of packet losses. Let S (n, k, r, L) be this probability and C be the predefined
target threshold value. n and k are computed so that S (n, k, r, L) is closest greater value to
target threshold C within some restriction on n and k. In the simulation evaluation, the target
threshold C=0.9 can achieve a high goodput performance; n is greater than 3 and limited up
to 40; k is limited up to 10. When the link loss rate is large, the estimated n (the CW size) is
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p
q
1-q1-p GOOD(no loss) BAD(loss)
Figure 4.1: Gilbert loss model.
small. Therefore, to consider the impact on the goodput, we simply normalize the value of
S (n, k, r, L) to the maximum of n + k, e.g., m=50 (where m=n+k); thus, S ′=S 50/m≥C is used
instead S≥C.
In this dissertation, the proposed scheme will be evaluated in two burst loss channel
models. The first is “NS3 loss model” which is available in the simulation software (Network
simulator 3 – ns-3 [27]) and the second is a well-known “Gilbert loss model” ([28, 29])
shown in Fig. 4.1. The characteristics of NS3 loss model and the estimation of the NC
parameters based on NS3 loss model were described in [32]. However, since Gilbert loss
model can approximate a wider range of conditions, we develop a method to estimate the
NC parameters based on Gilbert loss model. The Gilbert loss model-based estimation of the
NC parameters will be evaluated not only on Gilbert loss model-based channels but also on
NS3 loss model-based channels in terms of the goodput of TCP. Note that in the loss model
adopted here, the continuous loss (i.e., bustiness) is defined not by the time duration of loss
condition but by the number of packets to be lost. This means that a long continuous loss
always causes a loss of retransmission packets, which can be more severe situation compared
with reality.
Gilbert loss model is determined by p and q which are the transition probabilities from
“Good state to “Bad state and vice versa. These probabilities can be calculated based on r
and L as Eq. (4.2) where r is the loss rate and L is the average burst loss size.
p =
q × r
1 − r where q =
1
L
(4.2)
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To investigate the statistical property of the number of lost packets in one CW, we con-
sider the states (F, S ,C) and their state transition probabilities, where F, S are the number
of failure sending (i.e., lost packets), success sending in one CW and C is the current state
(Good or Bad). Therefore, in one CW, the total state is equal to (m+1)(m+2); where m=n+k.
The probabilities of state transition from state ( f , s, c) to state ( f , s, c), ( f , s+1, c), ( f+1, s, c),
( f , s+1,∼c) and ( f+1, s,∼c) are defined in Eqs. (4.3–4.7), as bellow. Note that ∼c is the
inverse state of c where c=1 is a Good state and c=0 is a Bad state. The simple example of
evolution of state transition is shown in Fig. 4.2.
Pr[( f , s, c)→ ( f , s, c)] =

1 if f+s = m
0 otherwise
(4.3)
Pr[( f , s, c)→ ( f , s+1, c)] =

1 − p if f+s+1 ≤ m; c = 1
0 otherwise
(4.4)
Pr[( f , s, c)→ ( f+1, s, c)] =

1 − q if f+s+1 ≤ m; c = 0
0 otherwise
(4.5)
Pr[( f , s, c)→ ( f , s+1,∼c)] =

q if f+s+1 ≤ m; c = 0
0 otherwise
(4.6)
Pr[( f , s, c)→ ( f+1, s,∼c)] =

p if f+s+1 ≤ m; c = 1
0 otherwise
(4.7)
Let Q be the transition probability matrix with the dimension of (m+1)(m+2), which is
built using Eq. (4.3–4.7). And let Vini[( f , s, c)] be the existence probability of state ( f , s, c) at
the beginning of CW. Since each CW starts with ( f , s, c)=(0, 0, 1) definitely, Vini[(0, 0, 1)]=1
and Vini[( f , s, c)]=0 for any ( f , s, c),(0, 0, 1), that is, vector Vini=(1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) with the di-
mension of (m+1)(m+2). At the end of CW, all m=n+k packets have been sent and some of
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Figure 4.2: The moving of transition state with m=3.
Figure 4.3: Estimating n and k based on S (n, k, r, L).
them have been lost; all possible final states are {( f , s, c)| f+s=m}. Let V f in[( f , s, c)] be the
existence probability of state ( f , s, c) at the end of CW. The final state existence probability
vector V f in can be computed by:
V f in = Vini × Qm (4.8)
The probability of the number of lost packets in (n+k) sending packets no more than k is:
S (n, k, r, L) =
k∑
i=0
V f in[(n + k − i, i)]. (4.9)
The determination process of n and k based on S (n, k, r, L) is shown in Fig. 4.3.
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4.4 Adjusting NC parameters
In some studies [14, 15], the NC parameters can be changed but only at the starting of a new
encoding process or after sending m combinations. In other words, the old NC parameters
are still used until the current NC process is finished even if the current CW size is large. This
delay of adapting NC parameters can cause a significant performance degradation in some
situations. For example, when the link condition becomes worse and a TCP timeout happens
due to burst loss, if the NC parameters cannot be changed in the remaining CW, packet
losses in retransmissions will likely happens due to inappropriate NC parameters, resulting
in TCP timeout again. Based on our previous study [33], a mechanism was proposed to
adjust the NC parameters at any time without affecting the recovery ability of the current
CW. It can determine the state to safely finish the current encoding process or to continue
with the current process with a new coefficient matrix. “Safely finish the current encoding
process” means that the encoding process will send k combinations sequentially to retain the
recovery capacity of the current process. After that, the encoding process can change to a
new process with a new coefficient matrix.
Fig. 4.4 shows the adjusting process of the NC parameters and Table 4.1 describes the
terminologies used in this figure. Assume that at the time when the encoding process re-
ceives the new NC parameters, the encoding process is in stepi. If the (i−1)-th row of the
current coefficient matrix and the new coefficient matrix have the same structure, the encod-
ing process can change and apply a new coefficient matrix intermediately. Otherwise, system
has to stop the current encoding process by sending kcurrent+1 combinations to provide kcurrent
redundancy combinations. When the new original packets come in the next time, they will
belong to a new CW (a new encoding process) and will be encoded with the new NC pa-
rameters. The example is shown in Fig. 4.5 with the current coefficient matrix in the center
of the figure. There are 8 cases of changing NC parameters corresponding to 8 new coef-
ficient matrices shown around the current matrix. Assume that the NC parameters should
be changed when the fourth packet of the current encoding process comes. System will
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Figure 4.4: Adjusting NC parameters.
compare the structure of three first rows of the current coefficient matrix with a new matrix.
When all-zero column can be skipped, only cases 1, 2, 6, 7 and 8 are satisfied. Therefore,
if the changing of NC parameters makes the new coefficient matrix be the same to one of
five listed cases, the current encoding process can be continued with a new coefficient matrix
and with the next step number (step 4); otherwise, the current encoding should be stopped
by sending 2 more combinations. And a new encoding process will be started with a new
coefficient matrix. The step number will be reset to 1.
The estimated values will be updated periodically in each predetermined period time
(T ). T=5 [sec] is used in simulation evaluation. To make the estimation of r and L robust
and stable, a dynamic moving average scheme based on the Exponential Moving Average
(EMA) is adopted. Eq. (4.10) calculates the averaged value of r and L where e and eˆ are the
instant and the averaged value, respectively. Weight α should be chosen for a good balance
in fast adaptation to time-varying conditions (by a large α) and robustness to unreliable and
inadequate estimations (by a small α). The number of packets used for estimation changes
over time because the sending rate changes due to the congestion control of TCP. And the
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Table 4.1: Terminologies in Fig. 4.4.
Terminology Description
old CWS (or k) The value of CW Size (or k) is being used in the current encoding
process.
new CWS (or k) The value of CW Size (or k) will be used in the next encoding process.
step The step of the encoding process (from 1 to m).
Continue The state is used to request to continue the process of the current CWid.
Stop The state is used to request to stop the process of the current CWid and
change to a new CWid.
estimated r and L become unreliable when the number of packets is small. Therefore, α is
proposed to be changed dynamically based on comparison between the averaged value (Mˆ)
and the instant value (M) of the number of packets which are currently used to estimate r
and L. Eq. (4.11) determines α starting with the initial α of 0.3. Mˆ is again calculated based
on Eq. (4.10) but α is fixed to 0.2.
eˆi =

(i−1).eˆi−1 + ei
i
if i <
⌈
1
α
⌉
α.eˆi−1 + (1−α).ei if i ≥
⌈
1
α
⌉
; where 0≤α≤1
(4.10)
α =

0.3 if
M
Mˆ
≥ 4
9
0.2 if
1
9
≤ M
Mˆ
<
4
9
0.1 otherwise
(4.11)
Furthermore, an additional consideration is taken in estimating Lˆ because of the denom-
inator in Eq. (4.1), i.e., the number N of loss events is sometimes very small, resulting in an
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A1 0 0 0 0
A2 A3 0 0 0
A4 A5 A6 0 0
0 A7 A8 A9 0
0 0 A10 A11 A12
0 0 0 A13 A14
0 0 0 0 A15
B1 0 0 0
B2 B3 0 0
B4 B5 B6 0
0 B7 B8 B9
0 0 B10 B11
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D1 0 0 0 0
D2 D3 0 0 0
0 D4 D5 0 0
0 0 D6 D7 0
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0 0 0 E8
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G2 G3 0 0 0
G4 G5 G6 0 0
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G1 0 0 0 0 0
G2 G3 0 0 0 0
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Figure 4.5: Example of total possible cases when changing NC parameters.
inaccurate estimation computed by a sample mean with a small samples. In this dissertation,
to lower the inadequate influence of instant L obtained by Eq. (4.1) with a small N, a simple
approach is taken. First, N should be greater than or equal to 3. Thus, if N<3, α is set to
small (0.1) in Eq. (4.10) instead of using Eq. (4.11). Second, a single but large sample (i.e.,
an event of accidentally long continuous losses) should not impact on Lˆ too much. Thus, if
l (the largest number of continuous losses in a loss event) is greater than N (i.e., N<l), α is
set to small (0.1). To proof the second condition, let L2 be a new sample mean computed
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by excluding the single largest sample with a value of l. The relation between L in Eq. (4.1)
and L2 is NL=(N−1)×L2+l. Assume that the largest sample should not increase the sample
mean double, i.e., L<2L2, being rewritten to (N+1)L2>l. The most extreme case of the set of
loss events consisting of (N−1) loss events of single packet and one loss event of l packets
are considered. In this case, L2=1 which leads to the simple condition N+1>l to be required
for normal estimation of L.
4.5 Simulation Results
4.5.1 Simulation Setup
The implementation of TCP/NCwLRLBE is accomplished by using ns-3. The topologies of
the simulation consist of a backbone with four tandemly arranged routers and the sources
and the sinks on either side of the backbone. One source and one sink are used to evaluate
the performance in lossy networks shown in Fig. 4.6. Five sources and five sinks are used
to evaluate the performance in network congestion shown in Fig. 4.7. All links have a band-
width of 1 Mbps and a propagation delay of 5 ms. The buffer size of the links is set to 100
packets. The TCP protocol type is NewReno, and the payload size is 1000 bytes.
Two types of the loss channel are used. First is the random loss channel that causes
the independent and separate losses. Second is the burst loss channel that causes the bursty
losses. To evaluate the proposed method in diverse conditions of burst loss channels, NS3
loss model and Gilbert loss model are used. In the NS3 loss model, under a given link loss
rate, the number of continuous packet losses in one loss event is chosen randomly from 1 to
the max burst loss size l. In the Gilbert loss model, the max burst loss size cannot be used
to control the burst loss size; thus, the average burst loss size (L) is used under a given link
loss rate. To compare two types of loss model with a “similar” setting, L of Gilbert burst loss
model is calculated based on l of NS3 loss model under the same link loss rate. L is chosen
so that the average burst loss size of Gilbert loss model is equal to that of NS3 loss model
with l, i.e., L=(l+1)/2.
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1 Mbps5ms 1 Mbps5msNode 1
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1 Mbps5ms 1 Mbps5ms 1 Mbps5msNode 2  3(Source)
Node 0 Node 5(Sink)
Figure 4.6: Simulation topology in lossy network.
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Figure 4.7: Simulation topology in network congestion.
The simulations is run at least 20 times to obtain the average value. In case of the variance
among the simulation times is small, i.e., in random loss channel or burst loss channel with a
small burst loss size (l=3 or L=2), 20 iterations is enough. In case of the variance among the
simulation times is large, i.e., in burst loss channel with a large burst loss size (l=9 or L=5) or
in network congestion condition, the simulation is run in 100 times to increase the accuracy
for averaged results. The NC parameters are calculated and adjusted every 5 seconds.
4.5.2 Goodput Performance in Constant Channel
In this simulation, the topology in Fig. 4.6 is used. The link loss rate r is constant in all
simulation time. All packet losses occur on the link connected between the source and the
router. The simulation will be finished when 100 Mbytes data is transferred successfully.
Three protocols including TCP NewReno, TCP/NCwER and TCP/NCwLRLBE are used for
evaluation. Since TCP/NCwER uses the static NC parameters, four cases of the parameters
are used. Note that the redundancy factor R of TCP/NCwER is calculated using the basic
algorithm [9], i.e., R= 11−r where r is chosen to equal 0.1 and 0.2. k is chosen to equal 3 and
5 in random loss channel, 5 and 10 in burst loss channel as shown in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: NC parameters setting of TCP/NCwER.
Terminology For Channel R n k
TCP/NCwER-1 Random loss 1.11 27 3
TCP/NCwER-2 Random loss 1.25 20 5
TCP/NCwER-3 Burst loss 1.12 40 5
TCP/NCwER-4 Burst loss 1.25 40 10
Random Loss Channel
Fig. 4.8 shows the goodput comparison in random loss channel. The goodput performance of
TCP NewReno is reduced quickly when the link loss rate is increased; thus, TCP NewReno
is almost useless in heavy loss conditions. TCP/NCwER sends too much redundancy com-
binations at a small link loss rate but too less redundancy combinations at a high link loss
rate because it uses the static NC parameters. Thus, it is only effective in a few cases of
link loss rate around at 0.05 for TCP/NCwER-1 and 0.1 for TCP/NCwER-2. The results
also show a backward of the basic method in calculating the NC parameters. Although
TCP/NCwER-1 and TCP/NC-ER-2 are tuned with NC parameters expecting to work well
at the target link loss rate up to 0.1 and 0.2, respectively, the actual performance begins to
decrease at a link loss rate less than the target ones. Meanwhile, the proposed protocol with
choosing appropriate NC parameters can work well in all cases of link loss rate. The goodput
of TCP/NCwLRLBE gradually decreases as the link loss rate increases.
NS3 Burst Loss Channel
In the simulation with burst loss channel, TCP/NCwER-3 and TCP/NCwER-4 are used with
a large k (5 and 10). Fig. 4.9 shows that the goodput comparison in the NS3 burst loss
channel with the max burst loss size l equals 3 and 9.
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Figure 4.8: Goodput comparison in random loss channel.
Increasing l leads to increasing the occurrence probability that two or more burst losses
happen continuously; thus, it increases the probability that the burst loss size exceeds k.
Increasing the link loss rate r also causes the same problem. Therefore, when l or r is
increased, the goodput performance is decreased in all protocols. In general, similar to the
case of random loss channel, while TCP/NCwLRLBE can keep the goodput performance
stably in all conditions of link loss rate, the goodput performance of TCP NewReno and
TCP/NCwER is increased quickly at a large link loss rate. TCP/NCwER-3, TCP/NCwER-
4 are effective in a few r, e.g., around 0.04 (TCP/NCwER-3), 0.11 (TCP/NCwER-4) for
channel with l=3 and around 0.02 (TCP/NCwER-3), 0.07 (TCP/NCwER-4) for the channel
with l=9.
Gilbert Loss Channel
In Gilbert channel, besides the link loss rate r, the average burst loss size L is used to set
the burst loss behavior. TCP/NCwER-3 and TCP/NCwER-4 continue to be used in this
simulation.
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Figure 4.9: Goodput comparison in NS3 burst loss channel.
The occurrence probability that the burst loss size exceeds k in Gilbert loss model is
higher than that in NS3 loss model especially when L increases. The example of the burst
loss distribution over 106 sending packets at r=0.05, l=9 (for NS3 loss model) and L=5 (for
Gilbert loss model) is shown in Fig. 4.10. The probability that the burst loss size exceeds the
maximum of k (equal to 10) in NS3 loss model is small (less than 0.5%) while this probability
in Gilbert loss model is large (more than 10.5%) as shown in Table 4.3. The probabilities in
other cases of l or L are also shown. In some exceptional cases, the burst loss size of Gilbert
loss model can reach to 40 packets. Therefore, the Gilbert channel causes TCP timeout more
often and degrade the goodput more seriously than NS3 burst loss channel.
Fig. 4.11 shows the goodput comparison in the Gilbert channel with the average burst loss
size L of 2 and 5. The relationship among all protocols in goodput performance is similar to
that in the NS3 burst loss channel or random loss channel. When L=2, TCP/NCwER is only
effective at a few r around 0.04 (TCP/NCwER-3) and 0.1 (TCP/NCwER-4). The proposed
TCP/NCwLRLBE can achieve the most stable performance. When L is increased to 5, the
performance of all protocols is significantly decreased but TCP/NCwLRLBE is still more
stable compared to TCP/NCwER or TCP NewReno.
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Table 4.3: Occurrence probability of the case having burst loss size larger than 10 at r=0.05.
l / L In NS3 Channel In Gilbert Channel
3 / 2 0.00 % 0.08 %
5 / 3 0.01 % 1.74 %
7 / 4 0.28 % 5.42 %
9 / 5 0.44 % 10.56 %
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Figure 4.10: Burst loss distribution at r=0.05, l=9 (for NS3 loss model) or L=5 (for Gilbert
loss model).
In some special conditions with a large burstiness, the goodput performance TCP/NCwER
can be better than TCP/NCwLRLBE. For example, at around loss rate r=0.05 with L=5 in
Gilbert loss model, TCP/NCwER-4 slightly outperforms TCP/NCwLRLBE. In this condi-
tion, TCP/NCwLRLBE selects the pair (n, k) of (40, 8) based on the threshold C=0.9 of the
probability of successful recoverable transmission, while TCP/NCwER-4 uses the pair (n, k)
of (40, 10). Using the pair (n, k) of (40, 10), the probability of successful recoverable trans-
mission at r=0.05 is 95%, while using the pair (n, k) of (40, 8), the probability of successful
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Figure 4.11: Goodput comparison in Gilbert channel.
recoverable transmission at r=0.05 is 91%. This fact suggests the threshold C=0.9 is not
necessarily optimal for goodput performance. However, using a larger threshold of the prob-
ability of successful recoverable transmission yields a more redundant transmission which
wastes more link bandwidth in another value of r. Note that choosing an optimal value of
the threshold C based on multiple factors is not considered in this dissertation; it remains as
future work.
4.5.3 Time-varying Channel
Only TCP/NCwER-3 is used in all simulations from this section; thus, the name of TCP/NCw
ER is used in short. Due to TCP/NCwLRLEB’s characters, it needs at least 5 seconds to ob-
serve the channel to update the appropriate NC parameters. And it needs more time if the
channel has a large change due to using EMA. Thus, the performance will be decreased in
case that the channel changes to the worse. TCP/NCwER only achieves the best performance
at a few link loss rates. Its performance will be reduced when r or L increases. Moreover,
TCP/NCwTrueLRLB (True Loss Rate and Loss Burstiness) is evaluated, which can change
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Table 4.4: List of parameters in time-varying channel.
Seq. 1 Seq. 2 Int. 1 Int. 2
r L r L seconds seconds
0.00 0 0.00 0 00-59 00-09
0.05 1 0.05 1 60-119 10-69
0.05 3 0.15 1 120-179 70-79
0.05 1 0.05 1 180-239 80-139
0.15 1 0.05 3 240-299 140-149
0.15 3 0.15 3 300-359 150-209
0.15 1 0.05 3 360-419 210-219
0.10 1 0.05 2 420-479 220-279
0.10 3 0.15 2 480-539 280-289
0.10 1 0.05 2 540-599 290-349
the NC parameters immediately when the channel condition changes, as an ideal protocol
only for the purpose of evaluating the best possible performance. Two parameters are con-
sidered to simulate the time-varying channel. The first parameter refers the loss behavior
called “Sequence”, which is corresponded to r and L. The second parameter refers the in-
terval of each loss condition (Interval). Two cases of Sequence and three cases of Interval
are considered as shown in Table 4.4; thus, there are six combination cases of the time-
varying channel in total shown in Table 4.5. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.12
and Fig. 4.13 that indicates the time evolution of the size of successfully received data in the
application layer at the sink.
In general, in the number of received bytes, TCP/NCwLRLBE is lightly smaller than
TCP/NCwTrueLRLB while TCP/NCwER and TCP NewReno are much smaller than TCP/
NCwTrueLRLB. In Case 1 and Case 2, the time interval is set to 60 seconds. This interval is
much larger than the estimation time of TCP/NCwLRLBE; thus, the performance reduction
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Table 4.5: Setting cases of the time-varying channel.
Case number 1 2 3 4 5 6
Sequence 1 2 1 2 1 2
Interval 1 1 2 2 3 3
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(a) Case 1.
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Figure 4.12: Received bytes in time-varying channel (Case 1 and Case 2).
in entering an 60 second period with a worse condition can be recovered at an early stage of
the period. For example, in Case 2 (Fig. 4.12(b)), the performance is decreased when the link
loss rate is increased from 0.05 to 0.15 at 120-th, 300-th, and 480-th seconds, which is repre-
sented by a gentle gradient in the graph (i.e., a degraded goodput). After that, although this
gentle gradient of TCP/NCwER continues for 60 seconds, the gradient of TCP/NCwLRLBE
is quickly resolved as expected and can follow that of TCP/NCwTrueLRLB.
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(a) Case 3.
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Figure 4.13: Received bytes in time-varying channel (Case 3 and Case 4).
The periodical changes in a static interval might not be realistic; thus, we try to interleave
the short time interval (10 seconds) and the long time interval (60 seconds) in Case 3 and
Case 4. The results are shown in Fig. 4.13(a) and (b). Considering the channel from 140-th
second in Case 5, the loss rate is increased from 0.05 to 0.15 at this and it continues for 80
seconds. In addition, the burstiness is also increased at the 150-th second and it continues for
60 seconds. Since TCP/NCwLRLBE requires at least 5 seconds to be aware of the change of
condition and able to change the NC paramters, the goodput of TCP/NCwLRLBE is reduced
for about 15 seconds from the 140-th second but it is recovered after that. Similar behaviors
of TCP/NCwLRLBE can be seen at 70-th, 150-th, and 280-th seconds in Case 4. In all cases,
the results suggest that TCP/NCwLRLBE can follow the ideal performance in time-varying
channels achieved by TCP/NCwTrueLRLB.
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4.5.4 Network Congestion
The topology shown in Fig. 4.7 is used to evaluate the proposed scheme with multiple ses-
sions. Five sessions start in 10 seconds apart each. The average goodput of all sessions is
counted from the 100-th second until finishing the simulation at 1100-th second. Gilbert loss
model is used with the moderate link loss rate ranging from 0 to 0.2 and L=2. There are
three scenarios used for performance evaluation:
– First scenario (Case 1): all the five edge links connecting to the sources are lossy.
All the five sessions run with the same protocol which is either TCP NewReno or
TCP/NCwLRLBE.
– Second scenario (Case 2): the backbone link connecting the first two intermediate
routers (node 5 and node 6) is lossy. All the five sessions run with the same protocol
again.
– Last scenario (Case 3): two edge links connecting to the sources are lossy while the
remaining three edge links are loss-free. Two sessions traversing the two lossy links
run with TCP/NCwLRLBE while the three sessions traversing the three loss-free links
run with TCP NewReno.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.14. The goodput performance are averaged in
all sessions which run the same protocol in the same loss condition.
First, the cases of network congestion by competition of homogenous sessions (Case
1 and Case 2) are investigated. The completely different characteristics of TCP NewReno
and TCP/NC are seen in Fig. 4.14(a). At a small link loss rate (less than 0.03), by a fast
adaptation of the packet sending rate based on the TCP congestion control, TCP NewReno
can achieve an efficient share of 1 Mbps of the backbone bandwidth by five sessions, that
is 0.2 Mbps each. However, as the link loss rate increases, the average goodput of TCP
NewReno decreases rapidly due to too much reduction of the packet sending rate based on the
TCP congestion control. In such conditions, no more congestion happens and the backbone
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Figure 4.14: Goodput and Throughput comparison in network congestion and lossy network
(Gilbert loss channel with L=2)
link is under-utilization. Note that the average goodput in Case 2 is better than that in Case
1. This difference comes from the place where the link loss happens (the dedicated link or
the shared link). In Case 1, packet losses by the link loss happen with a high probability
and some burstiness in each session separately. Therefore, the performance degradation will
periodically happen, resulting from a limited CWND, on each session equally. In Case 2,
packet losses by the link loss happen with a high probability and some burstiness over five
sessions averagely. This also lowers the loss burstiness on each session. Therefore, the
performance degradation will happen on some sessions severely but on some other sessions
lightly at the same time. This will make it possible for some sessions have a relatively high
goodput at each time period, which leads to a larger total goodput over five sessions than
Case 1.
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TCP/NCwLRLBE is designed to recover the packet losses as much as possible without
retransmission by sending the redundant combinations adapting to the link loss rate; thus,
it can keep the goodput performance stably around 0.1 Mbps even if the link loss rate is
high. However, the ability of masking packet losses is a double-edged sword; it makes
TCP/NCwLRLBE insensitive to congestion and damages a fast adaptation of the packet
sending rate. Therefore, TCP/NCwLRLBE is not very efficient with congestion, and the
average goodput of TCP/NCwLRLBE is lower than that of TCP NewReno when the loss
rate is moderate (less than 0.06). As in the case with TCP NewReno, the average goodput of
TCP/NCwLRLBE in Case 2 is better than that in Case 1. In both cases, the results suggest
that the use of TCP/NCwLRLBE instead of TCP NewReno is a better choice when the loss
rate is higher than moderate. Note that the goodput can be increased if TCP/NCwLRLBE
can distinguish the type of packet losses caused by lossy networks or congestion [35] to
decide the best NC parameters. This work will be one of future works.
Second, we investigate the case of network congestion by competition of heterogeneous
sessions (Case 3) where two sessions of TCP/NCwLRLBE traversing lossy links and three
sessions of TCP NewReno traversing loss-free links share the backbone bandwidth. This
scenario is motivated by the fact that TCP/NCwLRLBE is better in heavily lossy links and
TCP NewReno is better in lightly lossy links. In Fig. 4.14(b), the average goodput of the
TCP/NCwLRLBE can be kept stably with a higher performance (larger than 0.16 Mbps)
compared to Case 1 and Case 2 in Fig. 4.14(a). The total goodput performance of five
sessions in Case 3 at link loss rate of 0.1 and 0.2 are 0.84 Mbps and 0.77 Mbps, respectively,
which indicates a relative good link utilization. Meanwhile, in Case 1, with the same link
loss rates, if all sessions run TCP NewReno, the total goodput are 0.20 Mbps and 0.05 Mbps,
respectively. If all sessions run TCP/NCwLRLBE, the total goodput are 0.38 Mbps and 0.43
Mbps, respectively. In Case 2, the total goodput by TCP NewReno are 0.42 Mbps and 0.35
Mbps, respectively; the total goodput by TCP/NCwLRLBE are 0.55 Mbps Mbps and 0.38
Mbps, respectively. The results suggest that the combinational use of TCP/NCwLRLBE
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and TCP NewReno is a possible choice when those sessions traversing either lossy links or
loss-free links compete on a loss-free but bottleneck link.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, a new scheme has been proposed in TCP/NC called TCP/NC with Loss Rate
and Loss Burstiness Estimation (TCP/NCwLRLBE) to automatically adjust the NC layer
behaviors for adapting to time-varying channel in both random and burst loss conditions.
A mechanism is implemented to estimate the link loss rate and the loss burstiness from the
continuous observation of the packet transmission between the source and the sink. A new
algorithm is proposed to calculate the NC parameters based on the probability distribution
of the number of lost packets and the loss burstiness in one CW, which is more appropriate
than the basic method based on the expectation (average) number of lost packets. More-
over, a new mechanism of the coding window handling is developed to apply the new NC
parameters to the system promptly. The simulation results on ns-3 showed that the proposed
TCP/NCwLRLBE is useful and can outperform other protocols including TCP NewReno
and original TCP/NC over lossy networks.
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Chapter 5
TCP/NC Application: TCP/NC Tunnel
5.1 Introduction
Although NC in general and TCP/NC in particular are shown to have the certain benefits in
lossy networks, TCP/NC is not easy to be deployed because of several reasons. TCP/NC is
required to be implemented at both ends of connection because it is incompatible with the
existing TCP protocol. In addition, TCP/NC is costly to be implemented in some types of
end devices e.g., with less memory and power. Furthermore, when a lossy network is located
in the middle as an intermediate network (e.g., satellite network, long-distance fixed wireless
backbone, and the lossy Internet especially in the developing regions), performing the NC
at end-hosts may waste scarce link bandwidth of local networks which are expected to be a
low-loss environment.
To mitigate the performance degradation problem of conventional TCPs without any
change of end-host TCP when traversing through the lossy networks, a variety of Perfor-
mance Enhanced Proxy (PEP) approach have been studied in either split type (e.g., TRL-PEP
[36]) or snoop type (e.g., D-Proxy [37]). While their effectiveness has been shown in some
conditions, they require complicated per-TCP flow management on the proxy nodes.
On the other hand, TCP tunnel in general is a kind of proxy to provide a reliable virtual
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Figure 5.1: TCP/NC tunnel Example.
link that encapsulates and transparently conveys IP packets over one or more TCP sessions
between two (ingress/egress) entities, e.g., interfaces, routers, or gateways. TCP tunnel is
used for diverse purposes, including security by encryption, performance improvement by
flow aggregation, flexible manageability by overlay, and so on. Since the majority of appli-
cations rely on end-to-end TCP flows, TCP over TCP tunnel is commonly used as well in
various cases, although its performance depends on conditions due to the complex interaction
between upper-layer TCP and lower-layer TCP [38].
This Chapter follows the idea of TCP tunnel to propose the TCP/NC tunnel system that
consists of two gateways running TCP/NC protocol called TCP/NC gateway, which conveys
end-to-end TCP flows on a single TCP/NC session traversing a lossy network in the middle.
A simple example of TCP/NC tunnel system is shown in Fig. 5.1 which consists of two local
networks (LAN1 and LAN2) and a lossy network in the middle. All the data transferred
between LAN1 and LAN2 through the lossy network are encoded and decoded at GW1 and
GW2 to mask the packet losses due to the lossy network.
In this dissertation, to make validation and evaluation simple, only one directional data
transferred between two networks and packet losses only on this direction are considered.
The returning ACK process between the sinks and the sources is transparent with the tunnel
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Figure 5.2: Tunnel handler.
handler, and the TCP/NC gateways can aggregate end-to-end TCP flows between end-hosts
into a single TCP/NC connection.
5.2 Operation of TCP/NC Gateway
The TCP/NC gateway equips two interface types, an internal interface and an external inter-
face to distinguish the packets which receive in the local network or external network. The
internal interface is connected to the local network and the external interface is connected
to the external network. The protocol stack and structure of TCP/NC tunneling is illustrated
in Fig. 5.2 and the packet processing at the TCP/NC gateway is shown in Fig. 5.3. When
the IP packets from the end-hosts arrive at internal interfaces, they are moved to the tunnel
handler to become the transferred data and forwarded to TCP layer and to NC layer. At NC
layer, all the segments are encoded to the combinations on a TCP/NC session and sent to the
remote gateway. When the combinations arrive at external interface of the remote gateway,
the decoding process is performed by NC layer to recover the lost combinations if needed. A
new decoded packet is forwarded to TCP layer for reordering. The data of the packet in the
correct sequence in terms of tunnel TCP session is pushed to the tunnel handler. The tunnel
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Figure 5.3: Processing at TCP/NC gateway.
handler converts the received data to an original TCP segment to be sent to the sink based on
the IP address of the data. Finally, the sink receives the packet and returns an ACK packet
without data to the source, which is transparently forwarded through the TCP/NC tunnel
because only the single directional data transfer is considered. In case of the bi-directional
data transfer, the system needs to handle an ACK packet with data on an opposite directional
TCP/NC tunnel. However in any case, the system can maintain the end-to-end TCP ACK se-
mantics for the retransmission process by end-hosts responsible to packet losses that happen
outside the tunnel.
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5.3 The Congestion Control
The TCP/NC tunnel system includes three different buffers in which some kind of congestion
may happen. The first one is the TCP sending buffer of the gateway GW1 (in Fig. 5.4) that
accumulates all packets from end-to-end TCP sources and keeps on-the-fly packets for TCP
retransmission. Even if the total incoming throughput at GW1 and the actual throughput
from GW1 to GW2 are less than the intermediate bandwidth, the congestion can still occur,
e.g., when GW1 cannot release the non-ACKed packets from the TCP sending buffer due to
packet loss. The second one is the link buffer of external interface of GW1. The incoming
packets may be amplified by encoding process to the combinations for redundancy when
being forwarded into the TCP/NC tunnel. If the amplified data exceeds the bandwidth of the
intermediate link, the congestion will happen. The last one is the link buffer of the internal
interfaces of GW2. A number of lost packets belonging to the same end-to-end TCP flow
might be burstly recovered and forwarded, which may cause congestion.
The first case in which frequent congestion will impact the performance should be man-
aged. The TCP sending buffer size is set to 64 KB plus the link buffer size of the external
interface. Note that, the actual congestion window size is limited up to 64 KB because the
TCP window scaling option is not used. In the preliminary comparison, a very large size of
the TCP sending buffer decreased the goodput of end-to-end TCP flows.
Another issue to be considered is the TCP retransmission timeout (RTO). In a heavily
lossy network or network congestion, a retransmission timeout is unavoidable. If the RTO
timer of an end-to-end flow is smaller than that of the TCP/NC flow, the end-to-end retrans-
mission of a packet happens before the TCP/NC tunnel will recover the packet by in-tunnel
retransmission. In such cases, the same packets may be stored in the TCP sending buffer
multiple times. Therefore, the minimum RTO timer value of the TCP/NC tunnel flow is set
to a value (400 ms) less than a normal value (1000 ms) that is used for the end-to-end TCP
flow.
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5.4 Simulation Results
The implementation of TCP/NC tunnel was accomplished using Network Simulator 3 (ns-3)
[27]. The topology of the simulation is a tandem network with two routers/gateways connect
to at most five sources and five sinks, as shown in Fig. 5.4.
Each edge link connects an end-host and a router has a bandwidth of 1 Mbps and a
propagation delay of 1 ms. The intermediate link connecting two routers has a bandwidth of
4 Mbps and a propagation delay of 7 ms. The link buffer size is set to 100 packets, and the
packet size is 1000 bytes. The size of TCP sending buffer in TCP/NC gateway is 164 packets.
The transferred data size is 100 Mbytes. The TCP type is NewReno. The intermediate link
is considered as lossy channel of random loss channel with a link loss rate ranging from 0.0
to 0.3. These losses happen only in the direction of transferred data. In all scenarios, each
simulation was performed at least 20 times to obtain the average value.
The simulation is run in four cases, which has one, two, three and five active flows.
The flows are started at the same time with the same data size and run the same protocol.
There are three protocols which are used to compare. In the first case, all the sources and the
sinks run TCP (E2E-TCP case). In the second case, all the sources and the sinks run TCP/NC
(E2E-TCP/NC case). In the last case, all the sources and the sinks run TCP but over TCP/NC
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Figure 5.5: Goodput comparison.
tunnel by configuring two TCP/NC gateways (TCP/NC tunnel case). The simulation result
is shown in Fig. 5.5, the goodput performance is calculated by the average of the goodput of
all flows.
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With the packet loss recovery capacity, the goodput of E2E-TCP/NC and TCP/NC tunnel
is always better than that of E2E-TCP over the lossy networks. If the number of flows is less
than or equal to three, the goodput of E2E-TCP/NC does not change because the bandwidth
of intermediate link (4 Mbps) is always larger than the total throughput of three flows (3
Mbps).
In E2E-TCP/NC case, as the link loss rate increases, the number of packet losses likely
exceeds the recovery capacity of NC layer. Thus, the TCP layer needs to retransmit the
“unseen” packets. The CWND is decreased and the goodput performance is also decreased.
By comparing E2E-TCP/NC and TCP/NC tunnel in goodput performance, two situations
are seen. In cases of one or two end-to-end flows, the performance of TCP/NC tunnel is
clearly better than that of E2E-TCP/NC. However, in cases of three or five end-to-end flows,
the performance of E2E-TCP/NC is slightly better than that of TCP/NC tunnel.
In the case of one flow, the bandwidth of intermediate link (4 Mbps) is sufficient to convey
one end-to-end flow’s throughput amplified by NC up to the loss rate of 0.3. In the TCP/NC
tunnel, therefore, no congestion happens in the TCP sending buffer at TCP/NC gateway. All
the lost packets are successfully recovered and received in the end-to-end TCP sink before
the end-to-end TCP source retransmit the packet by TCP timeout; thus, the source does not
know the loss event and keeps a high CWND to get a high goodput performance.
In the case of two flows, congestion at the TCP/NC tunnel can happen. When the link
loss rate is less than 0.15, all losses can be recovered before the TCP sending buffer is over-
flow. However, when the link loss rate is greater than 0.15, the number of retransmissions is
increased, resulting in the shrinking CWND of TCP/NC flow on the tunnel while the CWND
of each end-to-end TCP flow keeps increasing. This issue makes the TCP sending buffer be
increased when the packet loss happens. There are two problems when this buffer increase.
First, due to an overflow of this buffer, the newly incoming packets will be dropped. Since
these packets cannot be recovered by TCP/NC tunnel, the end-to-end TCP source should rec-
ognize these lost packets by TCP timeout to retransmit them. The CWND at the end-to-end
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(c) At link loss rate of 0.20.
Figure 5.6: End-to-end CWND evolution of E2E-TCP/NC with 2 flows.
TCP source decreases to one, resulting in the goodput performance degradation. Second,
due to a long waiting time in this buffer, the number of dead packets which are still stored
in the TCP sending buffer but are expired by TCP timeout. The CWND at the end-to-end
source decreases to one again and “unnecessary” retransitions happen. Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7
show the end-to-end CWND of one of two sources in E2E-TCP/NC case with two flows and
in TCP/NC tunnel case with two flows, respectively, at link loss rate of 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2. The
CWND of the sources in TCP/NC tunnel case is increased in the link loss rate 0.1 and 0.15
but it is decreased at some times in the link loss rate of 0.2 while the CWND of the sources
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Figure 5.7: End-to-end CWND evolution of TCP/NC tunnel with 2 flows.
in E2E-TCP/NC is decreased many times in all cases of link loss rate. Fig. 5.8 shows the
TCP sending buffer evolution of the TCP/NC gateway. At the high link loss rate (0.2), the
queue length of the TCP sending buffer of TCP/NC gateway is almost always longer than
the upper limit of its actual TCP congestion window size (around 64 packets). This suggests
many packets (i.e., dead packets) are stored in the TCP sending buffer and retransmitted by
the source due to end-to-end TCP timeout.
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Figure 5.8: TCP sending buffer evolution at TCP/NC gateway in the case of 2 flows.
In the case of three flows, the congestion on the TCP/NC tunnel happens more often.
It decreases the goodput performance of TCP/NC tunnel to nearly the same level of E2E-
TCP/NC. More precisely, an encapsulation overhead (4%) of TCP/NC tunnel makes its
goodput slightly lower compared with E2E-TCP/NC.
In the case of five flows, the network congestion always happens even with lossy-free
links. Both of E2E-TCP/NC and TCP/NC tunnel exhibit a similar goodput degradation. The
goodput performance of E2E-TCP/NC is lightly higher than that of TCP/NC tunnel again due
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of redundancy factor R.
to the encapsulation overhead. Besides, E2E-TCP/NC can increase the redundancy factor to
bypass the packet loss caused by the congestion. The redundancy of E2E-TCP/NC is higher
than that of the TCP/NC tunnel as well as that of the E2E-TCP/NC in the non-congestion
cases (Fig. 5.9)
5.5 Summary
In this Section, The TCP/NC tunnel system was proposed that consists of two gateways
running TCP/NC protocol called TCP/NC gateway, which conveys end-to-end TCP flows on
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a single TCP/NC session traversing a lossy network in the middle. TCP end-hosts using this
tunnel can take advantage of the recovery capacity of NC without running TCP/NC on each
end-host. Moreover, the utilization of the local links, which are expected to be a low-loss
environment, can be saved by less redundant packets on the local network.
The simulation results on ns-3 show that the proposed TCP/NC tunnel achieves a signif-
icantly better performance in goodput compared to the E2E-TCP and a comparable perfor-
mance to the E2E-TCP/NC when traversing a lossy network. In addition, if the TCP sending
buffer in the TCP/NC gateway is not congested, the proposed protocol gets a higher goodput
than E2E-TCP/NC.
Although the proposed system and the performance evaluation shown in this chapter are
preliminary, they suggest the potential of the TCP/NC tunnel that can be comparable to E2E-
TCP/NC in goodput performance without no change at the end-hosts as well as no per-flow
management at the gateways.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
In response to the request of reliable and efficient wired and wireless integrated information
networking, our research focuses on realizing packet-loss tolerant data transmission over
lossy networks in a general way for a wide range of applications and devices. Since TCP/NC
is one of promising approaches for that in this dissertation, two improvements and one appli-
cation for TCP/NC in lossy networks have introduced. All proposals were implemented and
evaluated in Network Simulator 3 which is a discrete-event network simulator for Internet
systems. This dissertation considered not only the simple random loss channel but also the
burst loss channel and the time varying channel to make sure that our proposals can work
well in a variety of channel conditions. All the results show that the goodput performance
of our proposals can achieve higher than that of the other protocols such as TCP NewReno,
TCP Westwood+, and the original TCP/NC.
In particular, this dissertation has proposed TCP/NC with Enhanced Retransmission
(TCP/NCwER) to complement a new efficient and specific retransmission mechanism for
the original TCP/NC in Chapter 3. TCP/NCwER has three main functions:
– A new retransmission mechanism: The original TCP/NC can retransmit one lost packet
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at one time because the retransmission mechanism of TCP/NC completely depends on
TCP layer. The number of RTTs needed to retransmit all lost packets is equal to the
number of lost packets in the original TCP/NC. With TCP/NCwER, the system can
retransmit sequentially multiple lost packets in one RTT; thus, the retransmission time
can be shorten to improve the goodput performance.
– Encoding the retransmitted packets: In the burst loss or heavy loss condition, the re-
transmitted packets may loss again and causes TCP timeout. Hence the goodput per-
formance will be degraded significantly. To avoid this problem, a new mechanism was
proposed to encode all retransmitted packets using the same NC parameters of the cur-
rent system. The performance results are shown that the goodput performance of our
proposal can be kept stably in both random loss and burst loss channels.
– Dependence retransmission: When a large value of NC parameters are chosen (i.e.,
k>2), the probability of generating the dependence combinations is increased which
causes a failure decoding at the sink even though the sink receives enough combina-
tions.
Therefore, a solution was proposed to determine and retransmit the appropriate packets
to replace the dependence combinations. Our solution uses the Gauss-Jordan delim-
itation method as well as adding a new information in ACK packet called NC-ACK
header and in NC header. Our achievement do not improve goodput performance but
it is very important and necessary to support TCP/NC to work with all NC parameters
setting. Thus, the system can work well in burst loss or heavy loss condition.
In Chapter 4, TCP/NC with Loss Rate and Loss Burstiness Estimation (TCP/NCwLRLBE)
was proposed to help TCP/NC work well in time-varying channel with burst loss condition.
There are three methods presented in TCP/NCwLRLBE:
– A new method to estimate the NC parameters: Instead choosing NC parameters based
on the expectation (average) number of packet losses (basic algorithm), NC parameters
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is calculated based on the probability distribution of the number of packet losses and
the loss burstiness in one Coding Window. Therefore, TCP/NCwLRLBE can work
well in time-varying channel with both random loss and burst loss conditions. Its
goodput performance can achieve higher than that of other studies using the basic
algorithm in many types of channels such as NS3 burst loss channel and Gilbert loss
channel.
– A new method to enhance the accuracy of estimated value: Exponential Moving Av-
erage (EMA) method is proposed to use to avoid the error in estimation process due to
a sudden change of the channel. The method which dynamically changes the coeffi-
cient of EMA algorithm based on the ratio of the number packets using in the current
estimation and the average packets to decrease the affect caused by a large change of
channel was also proposed.
– A new method to apply NC parameters: TCP/NCwLRLBE is proposed with a ability
to apply NC parameters immediately to the encoding process without any affections. It
means that TCP/NCwLRLBE can decide to finish the current encoding process but still
remain the recovery capacity of this process or continue the current encoding process
with a new coefficient matrix. This method helps the adaptation of system is enhanced
in fast fading channel where the channel condition is changed rapidly.
Finally, Chapter 5 has presented the application for TCP/NC called TCP/NC tunnel.
TCP/NC is very useful to recover the lost packet in lossy network. But it is not easy to
apply to the networks which have devices be not able to run TCP/NC due to their limitations
e.g., with less memory and power. Moreover, when a lossy network is located in the middle
as an intermediate network (e.g., satellite network, long-distance fixed wireless backbone,
and the lossy Internet especially in the developing regions), performing the TCP/NC at end-
hosts may waste scarce link bandwidth of local networks which are expected to be a low-loss
environment. Therefore, TCP/NC tunnel have been proposed to apply to such networks. The
special gateway at border of each network called TCP/NC gateway is used to run TCP/NC
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protocol and to communicate with other TCP/NC gateways. The coding process is com-
pletely transparent with end-hosts. TCP/NC gateway encodes the normal packets received
from end-hosts in its network and then forwards to the remote TCP/NC gateway. TCP/NC
gateway will decoded these combinations and forward to the destination end-nodes. There-
fore, TCP/NC tunnel is potential candidate in cases of networks which cannot run TCP/NC
at end-hosts. The simulation results shows that TCP/NC tunnel can work well when for-
warding the packets through the lossy network in the middle compared to End-to-End TCP
or End-to-End TCP/NC system.
By combining all the technical contributions together, this dissertation has successfully
showed that the TCP/NC approach has a great potential and is actually promising to provide
the packet-loss tolerant data transmission over lossy networks for a wide range of appli-
cations and devices. Since this is indispensable to support future data communications in
significantly diverse environments, this research will accelerate the research and develop-
ment in this direction. To increase applicability of TCP/NC much more in practical use,
however, the following future work could remain.
6.2 Future Work
6.2.1 Congestion Detection
Masking all packet losses is not always good. A new method should be consider to over-
come the packet losses caused by the lossy networks but it needs to remain the packet losses
caused by the network congestion to control the fairly sharing the bandwidth among trans-
mission sessions. TCP/NCwLRLBE with its adaptation method increases the number of
redundancy combinations to overcome all packet losses without retransmission but it might
lead to sudden rise in redundancy combinations; hence the congestion might become more
severe which causes the performance degradation. An enhancement direction can be con-
sidered is applying the congestion detection methods into the system to respond well with
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network congestion. TCP/NCwLRLBE can estimate exactly the loss rate only caused by
lossy networks to choose the appropriate NC parameters. The methods to distinguish the
type of loss packet loss at the end nodes [34, 35] or at intermediate nodes will be considered,
e.g., in Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) enabled network [39, 40, 41].
6.2.2 Dynamically Adjusting Probability of Successful Recoverable Trans-
mission
In Chapter 4, a constant value of the probability of successful recoverable transmission (0.9)
was used to estimate the NC parameters in all channel conditions. However, this value can
be adjusted to enhance the goodput performance in some specific cases. For example, the
probability can be chosen less than 0.9 in the random channel with a low link loss rate. Or
the probability can be chosen greater than 0.9 when the packet losses in one CW are greater
than the maximum of k. Finding out the algorithm to dynamically change the probability of
successful recoverable transmission based on the channel condition is a potential target to
increase the performance of TCP/NCwLRLBE.
6.2.3 Buffer Management of TCP/NC Tunnel
In Chapter 5, only the simple version of TCP/NC tunnel system was discussed. Thus, to
improve the efficient of the system, a method of choosing the suitable size of TCP sending
buffer at the source-side TCP/NC gateway will be investigated in order to decrease the num-
ber of packets dropped at the TCP sending buffer (which cannot be recovered by TCP/NC
tunnel), and at the same time, to decrease the number of the dead packets that are stored
multiple times in the TCP sending buffer (which may waste the resource of TCP/NC tun-
nel). Another consideration is about unnecessary reordering function of TCP at the sink-side
TCP/NC gateway.
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6.2.4 Experimental Implementation
In this dissertation, the proposals were implemented and evaluated only on ns-3 simulation.
Therefore, a real system implementation (e.g., on Linux) and an experimental validation and
evaluation on real lossy networks in the next step should be considered. However, it will
not be an easy task because the ns-3 codes are not able to directly port to the Linux kernel
[42] and the code development with kernel-level debugging is always time-consuming. In
addition, since the condition of real lossy network environments is unstable, the test and
quantitative evaluation of the system may take a long time.
One important issue to be considered in implementing real systems is the computational
overhead in processing time and memory space, which is ignored in simulation. The compu-
tational overhead mainly comes from the packet combination in the encoding process and the
Gauss-Jordan elimination in the decoding process. Besides, it is also from the buffer control,
the loss estimation and the NC-parameter estimation processes. To limit the computational
overhead of encoding and decoding, all calculations are performed in GF(28). The compu-
tation in GF(28) has been optimized using the approach of the use of logarithms to multiply
elements [43]. The multiply can be implemented rapidly by using the lookup tables and the
addition can be implemented easily as a bitwise XOR. And the calculation is performed in
each byte of the packet. Note that the proposed TCP/NC tunnel is one possible approach for
tiny end devices to avoid the computational overhead problem in using NC.
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